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PHASE FIVF

MAINTENANCE MEW.

• Station Parameters

• Source Maintenance

• Category Maintenance

•Artist Maintenance

• Chart Maintenance

• Licensor Maintenance

• Shift Maintenance

• Audio Package Maintenance

• User Defined Events

• Purge Utility

• User Password Maintenance

• Extract Data Prior to Backup

• Tempo Conversion Table

• Button Bar Setup

• Overnight Routines

• Backup Routines
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• Active Control Room: Drag and Drop of Commercials and Songs,
Audio Source Management, Button Bar, Auto Roll, Option Menu,
Last Delete Bin, Holding Bin, Clipboard, User Defined Events Macro
Buttons, Play Event, Fade & Go, Fade, Pause / Reposition, Live tags
for Spots, Outcues, Memo Spots, Estimated Start Times, Inserting
Events in the Log, Deleting Events from the Log, Stop Now, Stop
End, Skip Event, Liner / ID Keys, Quick Record, Phone Calls Recording,
VoiceTRAC, CallTRAC, Reports.

• Spot Reports: Spot Frequency Report,

Missing

Audio Report for

Spots, Spot Listing by Spot Number, Spot Listing by Title, Spot
Listing by Talent, Spot Listing by Co-op, Spot Listing by Client Name,
Spot Listing by Length, Spot Listing by End Date, Affidavit of
Performance, Spot Listing by Erase Date.
• Song Reports: Song Frequency Report, Missing Audio Report for
Songs, Song Listing by Song Number, Song Listing by Title, Song
Listing by Tempo, Song Listing by Artist, Song Listing by Length,
Song Listing by Chart / Rank, Song Listing by Category, Song
Category Summary Report, Song Listing by Licensor, Song Label
Play Report by Date, Licensor Log Report by Date.
• Other Reports: Traffic Log Load Errors Report, Sports Log Load
Errors Report, Music Log Load Errors Report, Song Generation
Discrepancy Report, Block Overfill Report, Security Exception Report,
Temperature History Report, Spot / Song Deletions Report, Login

• Logs:

Select Existing Log, Add a Log. Delete a Log, Archive Log,

Traffic Verification, Access Expanded Station Numbers, Inserting
Events in a Log, Deleting Events from a Log, Moving Events on a
Log, Estimated Start Times, Go To Different Hour, Music Load,
VoiceTRAC, Mark Block, Reports.
• Sports Logs: Select

Existing

Log, Add Sports Log, Delete Sports

Log, Modify Log Name, Insert Events in a Sports Log, Deleting
Events in a Sports Log, Mark Block, Print the Sports Log, VoiceTRAC
on Sports Log.
• Clocks: Select Existing Clock, Add Special Clock, Delete Special
Clock, Modify Special Clock Name, Clock Edit Options, Print Clock
Sports Clocks: Select Existing Clock, Add Sports Clock, Delete
Sports Clock, Modify Sports Clock Name, Sports Clock Edit Options,
Print Sports Clock.
Button Bar Setup

/Logout Report, CallTRAC On- Air Report, Data Transfer Report,
Global Change Report.
PHASE SEVEN.,

Spot Editor: Spot Editor Options, Recording a New Spot, Spot
Label, Secondary Spot Editor Options, Creating Spots from Copy,
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• Recent System Messages

• Recent Application Messages

• Set Time and Date

• Status Screen

• Installation Utilities

• Support Directed Utilities

• Set Machine Name

Load Backup or Archive Spots

• Initiate Modem Communications

Time Announce Setup: Select Station, Time Announce by Shift,

• Update Software Version
• Spot Availability by Station

• Song Availability by Station

• Change Fade for All Songs

• Support Program Utility

• Local Backup Configuration

• Data Transfer Mapping

• Load TMC Songs

• Exit Audio Wizard

Delete Modify Copy, Print Copy.
• Client Maintenance

• Affidavit of Performance

• Bulk Delete Copy

Temperature Announce Setup, Select Station, Temp announce by
Shift, Default Temp Announce Spots, Group A Spots, Group B
Spots, Recording Temp Announcements

Song
Archived Song Inquiry: Backup Song, Delete, Modify Erase Date,
Retrieve From Archive, Chart History.

_.
Spots from News.

Create Archive List
Load Backup or Archived Songs
Change Song Category

• Bulk Delete News
4-rd 1-12

Song Editor: Label Field, Song Editor Options, Recording a New

Delete / Archive Songs

• News Editor: Label Field Information for News Records, Creating

EN

Default Time Announce Spots, Individual Minutes, Generic Minutes,
Group A Spots, Group B Spots, Recording Time Announcements.
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• Copy Editor: Adding New Copy, Copy Label Field, Add a Cut of Copy,

FHSE

Retrieve From Archive.
Create Archive List

• Change Crossfade for All Songs
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Editor
Achived Spot Inquiry: Backup Spot, Delete Spot, Modify Erase Date,
Delete / Archive Spots

• Change Crossfade for All Spots
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Live Copy Spot, Wizard Mini- Recorder, Wizard Dolby Recorder, Wizard

Change Song Info by Category
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• Data Transfer Module: Load Data Packet into System, Delete /
Undelete Data Packet,Print List of Data Packets, Preview Audio
• RDBS Export of Song Data
• Crystal Ball Digital Archiving

• DRR Logs, DRR Clocks, DRR Utilities Menu, PRR Monitor Computer
Designation.

PSI Training Academy
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Yes,

the

uc1ioWizarc1TM

for Windows

is

user-friendly. But in afew short days you can take the Wizard to

uncharted heights. Classes are taught by radio professionals who have years of experience with all our
productc5. CEOs of radio stations of all

SYSTEMS, INC
academy

sizes

will appreciate the resulting increased productivity— P- Js

and operators the increased creativity. PSI Train:ng Academy, just another example of our commitment

,
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to innovation. Have fun. Make great radio.

Classes start in May.
Reserve space now!
Although you ve probably guessedPSI academy Is adIvlson of

PSI
stems, I

AuclicWizard'" for Wordows

ales: ( 800 658-4403

Support: ( 308) 284-8450

Sales & Support Fax: ( 308) 284-4181

E-mail: sales@ prophetsys.com
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IDEA TICKER

23 61
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..the number of useable ideas
in Radio Ink to date

Our Mission:
Radio Ink's role is to passionately empower
Radio management to be more successful by
providing fresh, actionable, reality- based
ideas, inspiration and education in a quick,
easy- to- read, positive, pro- Radio environment.

To Subscribe or for
Classified/ Resource Directory
Information, Call:
800-610-5771
Of 561-655-8778 or by
E-mail:subscription@radioink.com
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Last September 2, CILQ, Toronto's Q-107, added Howard Stern's weekday syndicated show in morning drive.
daily information enabled the station to see the seismic impact of the programming change virtually

MOBILTRAK's

immediately. MoBiLTRAK showed that Q-107 went from atypical 6-7 share to an 18.5 share within the first hour
of the show. In the second hour they had a19 share, and by the last hour they were pushing a20! The next morning
the station went to a22 share overall in morning drive, with apeak hour of 23.4! PD, Pat Cardinal, was able to use
MoBiLTRAK's next-day data to immediately confirm the success of his programming strategy, and was even able
to see that the Stern audience was carrying over into other dayparts. The impact on other stations in the market was
also quickly apparent...
MoniLTRAK's U. S. rollout is now under way. Call 1-888-772-TRAK for information on MoEuLTRAK's
installation status in your market. You can also visit MoBILTRAK's website at www.mobiltrak.com.

1-888-772-TRAK

MoskTRAK is atrademark and service mark of MoekTRAK, Inc. The MoekTRAK logo is atrademark of MOBIL TR Ai'
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MUMMIES'S NOTES

What's With The Wig, Eric?

L

mantra chanted over and over: ' We must get beyond
Radio's 7 percent of the advertising pie." I've heard it
so much Icould vomit. I'm sick and tired of all the talk,
talk, talk and lack of action. I've been hearing the 7percent number for 28 years, and Ihave acquaintances
who say it's been around alot longer than that.
Radio is at acrossroads of opportunity. Our newly
reinvented ownership structures can give Radio a
chance to win like never before. But if you're expecting it to happen simply because Radio works, I've
got news for you: Radio has worked all along, and it
hasn't been enough.
Remember my words from ayear ago? "The definition of insanity is doing things in the same way and
expecting different results."
My declaration of revolution was rooted in fear. I
feared that Radio would sit forever at its embarrassing
7 percent. Ifeared that Radio lacked vision, leadership,
and an orchestrated, coordinated industry- wide effort.
Ifinally got tired of being afraid. Idecided to do something about iti
The Radio Revolution began when
Iasked volunteer soldiers to step
across an imaginary line in the sand.
Iasked to step forward all those who
When was the last turne you were able
would be willing to fight for our futo get the information you wanted from
the software you use to keep track of
ture. We no longer can leave it in the
your station's accounts.
hands of the soon- to- retire fat- cat " inWith the NEW Account List Manager
you can sort your list anyway you want
vestors" who want out in the next five
by just pointing and clicking. All the
information you need about your sales
years. We cannot settle for the medireps. accounts and agencies are one
click away.
You can even transfer
ocrity that the generation before us
entire lists from one rep to another by
just pointing and clicking. Plus there's
willingly has accepted.
a reports generator and mail merge.
What about you? Will you settle
See for yourself hcw valuable Account
List Manager can be to your business.
for mediocrity? Does 7percent sound
Call us today and we will send you
everything you need to look at this tool
OK to you? If you're ready to fight,
to make your decision to buy.
please let me hear from you. If you're
You will receive a full working version
of Account List Manager
plus the
not ready to fight, please try to stay
users guide to try out...FREE.
out of the way. The rest of us have
swords to sharpen, cannons to load
and butts to kick.

ately I've been besieged
by inquiries from people who missed my fireand-brimstone declaration of
aRadio Revolution at the recent RAB convention. It's
amazing how much attention
one can get by dressing in a
Revolutionary War uniform
and sporting apowdered wig.
What's the point of a
Radio Revolution and why
To reach me, write:
am Imaking such abig deal
RADIO INK,
about it? I'm doing it because
B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher
Radio is at acrossroads, it's
224 Datura Street • Suite 701
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
asking, " Where do we go
Phone: 561-655-8778
from here?" Iworry that the
Fax: 561-655-6930
real answer might be, " Radio
E-mail: Ericrhoads@radioink.com
is going nowhere."
Throughout my career, I've heard the industry

Take Control Of Your

Station's Account List

Try Account List Manager For Free

This software is one of the greatest innovations in account management
have seen in 40 plus years in radio. - Jack Rattigan of Rattigan Resources

ià

Call 757-722-9170

bobdaviseinfi.net

Account List

B.Eric Rhoads, Publisher

The Industry Standard in Account List Management Software
6

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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KEN HAM

It's the only First Amendment
show where listeners can say
what they think, and still be
treated with dignity and respect!

Ken Hamblin: Simon & Schuster author of "Pick a
Better Country", Vew York Times Syndicated columnist, Denver Post columnist, frequent television guest
(Montel and others), and Harley-Davidson Nut!

Because its
their opinion
that counts!

THE BLACK AVENGER

A
MERICAN
V
IEW

M- F 3-6 p.m. Eastern, Satellite C-5, 23 Channel 14.
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Call me for a CD or contract,
,
*.I •,d,

4pmbeiboto ;
-4.‘lieu. •

(
404) 255-1055

Kent Burkhart, Director
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Known throughout the world as the best

performing, most reliable FM transmitters
available, Continental's 816R Series
combines superior design and audio quality
with exceptional workmanship to give
broadcasters an unmatched, field-proven
record.
The 816R Series comes in power levels from
10 to 70 kWs. Available as an option is an
internal control and monitoring unit which
tracks trends, stores data and provides an
exact visual replica of the transmitter's
control panel.

• Solid-State IPA
• Internal Harmonic Filter
• Automatic Power Level Control
• Automatic Filament Voltage Regulation

• Exclusive ¡ISoftStartTM Protection Circuit
• Broadband Quarter Wave Cavity
• Totally Self-Contained In aSingle Cabinet

For over 50 years, Continental Electronics has provided excellence in broadcast transmission products
Refuse to compromise... call Continental first!

'
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Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demandirg and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.
The ENCO DADRR032
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the rr ost powerful
On- Air & Prod iction system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADp ,0product, but now optimized
for the Windo NS NT operating system.
DADpRo32 is unique in its uncomplicated user

Deeiweitâw
• Features full 32- Bit Processing and True
Multitasking capabilities. Many third party
programs, such as
Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems
and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD, or operated on the
same Workstation.
•

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for

sharing of data between
multiple facilities. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.

interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.

• Operates on commonly available "off-theshelf" computer hardware and network

• Intuitive 01- Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.

• DAD is an outright purchase, and there

• Complete On-Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Aitomated, or Satellite

architecture, utilizing any of awide variety
of redundancy configurations.

are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO technical support is legendary
as the best in the business.

Programmed operations, with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide acontinuously " Live" image.
Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editinc. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.
• Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo
Check Out The ENCO Web P
www.enco.com

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.
24555 Hallwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711
Fax: 248-476-5712 • www.enco.com

NAB Booth # RL4525

Have aquestion or comment for

LETrIERS

224

Datura St., Suite

Radio Evolution
Regarding " Publishers Notes," Iagree with your thoughts
and comments about "programming doesn't have to be local
to succeed, it just has to be entertaining and compelling." (
Radio
Ink, Jan. 19, 1998, p. 6).
Ireally abhor the idea and this trend of " downsized"
Radio in many areas throughout the country. But Iunderstand the need, for the sake of survival. Stations are
not getting the local advertising dollars they
used to, because the local advertisers aren't
there anymore. Look what has happened to newspapers throughout the country. The support has
all but disappeared.
Aside from that, Radio had
plenty of network programs during the
1111‘
"golden age," mixed in with some local flavor.
And that is probably the key: local flavor along with
finding the niche in this era of narrowcasting.
As much as Ihate change, Radio has to evolve. The competition from smaller stations, cable and newspapers is achallenge. Ithink it is very simple. People talk about local, but they
want information and entertainment ... and they don't really
care where it originates from
Burt Burdeen, Radio/Sound Dept., Columbia College, Chicago
Via E-mail from MrRadioi@aol.com

Pay- for- Play Outrage
When Isaw the headline Is Pay-for- Play Okay?," Iimmediately turned to the story ("Publisher's Notes," Radio Ink, Feb. 16, 1998).
Iwas shocked to find the subtitle read "Play- for- Play Makes Sense."
The record community is not responsible for the outrageous prices that have been paid for Radio stations. I'm all for
Radio getting abigger chunk of the advertising dollar from
record companies. At DreamWorks, we will be spending amuch
larger percentage of our marketing dollars on Radio than Ihave

70/,

West Palm Beach, FL

us,

Please send correspondence to "Letters",

33401

or by E-mail at Letters@radioink.com

at other labels with which Ihave worked.
So, help me understand. We're not only being asked to buy
more advertising, but now you would like us to pay for every
play. How about the major broadcasting chains supplying record
companies with asubstantial budget to go sign and develop
new talent? We'll also need abudget for recording albums. Don't
forget alittle piece for those custom studio liners.
The fact that you insinuate some programmers "won't tell
you that they already are getting paid" is sickening. If you know
of programmers who are "getting paid," expose them and
the labels and be rid of them.
You jokingly make mention that labels
could "create aconsortium and buy
acouple of top signals in important
markets". Maybe you should have
warned how important the Radio/label
elationship is, at least in Nashville, and
discouraged this possibility. With Digital
Radio seemingly around the corner, maybe the
hest thing for. record companies to do is save our
11g
dollars and prepare to purchase one channel that
would serve the entire country with our product.
Pay- for- play does not make sense. Record companies already are held hostage at retail for buying shelf space. Many of
these mass merchandisers use recorded music as loss leaders.
With recording costs, manufacturing, distribution and advertising costs what they are, there simply is not this imagined pot
of gold just sitting and waiting to be gobbled up by broadcasting
companies or anyone else.
Ido not agree with the comment "our relationships have
been somewhat adversarial for years," but this kind of thinking will guarantee it. Iprefer we work together in apositive
atmosphere where both of our needs and wants can be equally addressed and achieved.
Scott Borchetta, Senior Executive,
Promotion and Artist Development, DreamWorks Records

When you're ready to take it to the streets, the
Thunder TruckTm is agreat, customized remote vehicle.
Built-in remote studio, custom graphics and LED message boards
create an impact when your station vehicle goes on location.The
Thunder Truck can be completely customized for your needs.
For more information and acustom quote, call today!
RO. Box 2500
Elkhart, IN 46515 • USA
(219) 293-4700

800-433-8460
To subscribe, call 1-800-610.5771
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ADD 53 EXPERIENCED,DEDICATED,
WORKAHOLICSTO YOUR
PROGRAMMING STAFF AND STILL

NUMBERS.
TOTALRADIO"
Introducing Total Radio.- Complete, localized music formats, voicetracked by top talent and delivered direct to your
hard drive. • And that's just the beginning. Because you also get the expertise of our market-proven consultants and
the staff of the most experienced music programming company in radio. • We can even provide acomplete programming equipment solution and do it all for either barter or cash. • So whether you need acomplete format or afew
dayparts, give us acall at 800 426-9082 because hitting your numbers never sounded so good.

www.bpradio.com

BROAD AST PROGROMING

800.426.9082
ABE Company. Solutions for tommonowS

PEOPLE IN INK

MAKING CONTACT. Togetherness at the well- attended GMs' Breakfast at the
CRS was overwhelming as Mark Tudor, Mark Tudor and Associates; Dave
Magnum. WUSK La Crosse, WI; Big John Bowen, WGZR Hilton Head; and Joel
Dearing, WPKR Oshkosh, WI, "slip some skin."

'EARS TO
COUNTRY
RADIO.
Lyric Street
Records'
Carson
Schreiber (I)
and Al Skop
of Power
Country 96.3
Albany Rank
the Mickster
at the CRS.

WHAT'S IN A NAME? At the CRS "Common- Last- Names-With-Unusually-Spelled-FirstNames" Booth, Thom Williams of WMOV Ravenswood, WV, greets Lew Jones, PD for
lones Satellite Classic Hit Country.

JEEZ, WE ALL LOVE EACH OTHER! (
I
I) Steve O'Brien, WIJE Valparaiso, IN; Mark telly,
iones Satellite Network; and Leigh Ellis, WAKE/WLIE give each other the Nashville
"Howdy Hug."

CAPPING IT OFF. Just prior to chipping their
teeth on the bagels at this year's CRS, Mike
lames of WWKA Orlando (I) and Smokey Rivers
of KPLX Dallas show them to our Radio Ink
(amera.

12

THEY'RE GIVING ' EM AWAY! While the NBC team smiles on, John Sharp of
Broadcast Data Systems, Kansas City (the guy in the bat), picks up a color TV
grand prize at the NBG Radio booth at the CRS. (I-r) fenna Randall, 011ie
Holmes, Julie Fitterer and Steve Sears.

"OUR DOCTORS TOLD US TO STAY AWAY FROM COMPUTERS ... " So (I-r) John Felt of Electric Village shows
Ken Norman of C1XX Grande Prairie, Alberta, and Shawn Stevens of KKAT Salt Lake City the latest Websites
from a distance.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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REACHING AND
TOUCHING BLACK
AMERICA LIKE
NO OTHER
INTRODUCING...

MORN
1UDg

ââ
AMERICAN
URPAN RADIO
NETWORKS

Customized program, production and promotional services tailor-made for music intensive major market Urban
radio stations.

AURNPlus is...
+ Custom made promos and liners from urban
America's production eader, OMP Group (formerly
On Mic Productions).
Quarterly localized, turn-key contests and promotions
designed to increase cume and time spent listening.
Commercial free holiday/seasonal multi- hour entertainment specials.
Local:y tailored Black History and Black Music Month
drops.
AURNPlus Roundup - Soon to be Black America's most
listened to daily premium morning newscast.
+ Access to the hottest and latest soundbytes from newsmakers and celebrities.
The most experienced team of programming, news, marketing and research specialists in black radio have
teamed up to bring you AURNPlus. It's American Urban
Radio Networks — PLUS.
Call Gienn Bryant today for details:

(800) 456-4211 ext. 4038.

THE BEST ICI TAL
STU ID SYSTE
ESIGIMED BY
U
Yo
We Only named it.
You've got your own set of problems.
Multiple stations, numerous studios
and locations. Change, change, and
more change. So wouldn't it be nice if
there was acomplete digital studio
system out there, that would let you
configure your radio operation your
way? There is. We call it AudioVAULP.
And the reason why AudioVAULT is in
use at more stations, in more countries than any other, is simple. It's
configured by the people who use it.
As aresult, AudioVAULT delivers your
program content in any format... from
satellite to live assist to complete
walkaway. And best of all, AudioVAULT
does it efficiently, effectively, and
reliably. No other digital studio system
out there compares. It's the solution
to your problems. All of them.
Visit our web site or call us for afree
info packet.

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio

or 1211] 224-9600
Ihe BE emblem is aregistered tradernarb al Broadcast Electronics. Inc.

Booth #RL1610

COMMENTARY

Free Report Reveals:

Michele
Skettino
Heed the Call of El Niño

D

uring Winter Weather and Flood
Preparedness Week in California, the Governor's Office of
Emergency Services advised residents to
'store afirst aid kit ;canned, no- cook
food ;anon-electric can opener ;aRadio ;
and aflashlight and extra batteries in a
handy location ;... to avoid unnecessary
trips ;and to tune to alocal Radio station
for emergency information"
Gauze, can openers and Radios —
not the usual combination. Yet, is there
anyone among us who cannot remember tuning in to the Radio during bad
weather or other emergencies?
This year, the winds of El Niño
bring an old issue to the forefront once
again. During this especially hard winter for many parts of the country, we are
reminded that millions of listeners continue to depend on Radio as aprimary
source of news and information. And
this, of course, reminds us too of the responsibility of Radio broadcasters.
A recent study by Interep shows
that during times of weather emergency
within the top- 10 metros, Radio's information stations show ratings and
share jumps as high as 100 percent.
These weather-related listening increases
are not limited to cold weather climates,
either. While many factors, including
the time of day that astorm occurs, affect Radio listening, spikes occurred regardless of the nature of the storm.
Listening increases of these magnitudes drive home eie fact that acommunity depends on adio for far more
than entertainment. In acompetitive
medium that is built on listener loyalty and strong bonds between astation
and listener, serving the community's
needs is more than responsible broadcasting — it's smart business.
When listeners recognize that they
can count on astation to deliver any vital
information they may need to get
through the day, wiether it be traffic up-

dates, weather warnings or breaking news
stories, the station begins to play autilitarian role in their lives in addition to
offering an entertainment outlet. And a
utility is not abad place to advertise.
Advertisers know that potential customers are paying attention within an
environment that promotes what is called
"foreground listening." Humming along
with aMariah Carey tune requires adifferent level of concentration than listening for aschool delay announcement
or aflooded road closing.
Perhaps even more importantly, a
utility fills aneed that can't be met in
any other way. For instance, Radio's ability to provide immediate information in
a mobile environment cannot be
matched by any other medium. News
happens anytime, which means people
can be anywhere when it happens.
This is Radio's chance to shine. Perhaps that's why listeners have come to
trust us so much. It is our responsibility as an industry not to violate that
trust. Yes, El Niño will pass just as surely as other natural disasters will arise.
Unfortunately, today's possible emergencies go well beyond the threat of
snow, winds and rain. We live in stormy
times. In the face of such challenges,
Radio must never lose sight of its profound responsibility to serve its communities well. And if it takes El Niño
to drive the point home, blame it on
Mother Nature. à

"How to Get
Your Sales
Department
Qualified
Leads by
the Bushel
With Your
Own
Telephone
Marketing
Department"
ver the past five years mow
67,827 'ii ice marketing
sponsorships have been sold in
the U.S. and England by stations using
the Radio Profits method of in-station
telemarketing. Virtually every one of
these sales meant new business for the
stations. This program may be 'The
Ultimate New Business Generation
System For ALL Market Sizes."
Ftnd out how telephone sales is
virtually unaffected by rating fallout
Learn why radio may be one of the last
great industries to take telephone marketing seriously — at its peril.
To find out whether your market is still available for the Radio Profits
program, call 1-800-834-3758 today.
Order your Free no-obligation report,
"How to Use Telephone Sales to
Increase the Profitability of Your Radio
Station?' Call today.
RADI
O PROFITS COR PORATI
ON
8 I3 FORREST DR IVE
SUITE D

Michele Skettino is Research Director/Marketing Communications, Interep Research Division. She may be reached at 2/2-9/6-0536
or by E-mail at michele _skettino@intereP.com

NEWPORT NEWS,VA 23606
I-888-834-3758
I757-596-3324
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RA CHO
I PRO FITS
TIIt P.SIATION
TELEMAIIKETINO
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JIM@ RADI
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What lessons have you
learned as you attempt to build
nonspot dollars?

•••••••

r
4°4Ilimr—
Ted Peiffer • GM
KIMM-AM, KOUT-FM,
KFXS-FM
Rapid City, SD

We have learned that NTR
seems to work best in larger markets, where there are
greater resources, more
nontraditional clients and
alarger consumer base. For
now, we do get some occasional advertisers to buy
into some events and station promotions, but they
are still in conjunction with
aspot schedule.
Another lesson we
learned is that development of new forms of station revenue is something
you really must believe in.
As with anything, you
have to make amajor commitment ;and until you are
prepared to do that, develop atime line and stick
to it, it won't work.
Idon't want to just blame
our market size, but the fact
is that most other stations
in our area are not developing nonspot dollars to
any degree, either. For now,
all our ad dollars are from
clients who want to be on
the Radio

Bob Podolsky
GSM
KNIX-FM
Phoenix, AZ

Jean Hassey
SM
WTVR-AM/FM
Richmond, VA

At our company, we have
been at this in one form or
another for along time. It
all started with aco-op director/vendor director.
That evolved into afullblown NTR department.
We have learned that
the nontraditional business
is out there. But there is a
very good chance you will
have to pay people more
money to find it. The time
line is different ;so is the
pitch and the schooling.
You have to know more
about the client needs in
an NTR situation. You
have to learn so much
more about other people's
business than you do your
own to get the job done.
Mostly, we've learned
about commitment. Amanager doesn't come in one
day and tell the AEs to "start
looking for nontraditional
revenue." It takes aplan and
a set of disciplines, endorsed by the company and
supported by management,
to make it work

The biggest lesson we
learned is that you have
to plan ahead. It's not
something you effectively can pull together in a
week or two.
We mostly have used
events as the method for
[gaining] nonspot dollars.
You have to map out, for
the whole year, your events
that have nonspot opportunities. Then, as we call
on our clients, we can
match them with an appropriate event. We use
the same staff for selling
spots and NTR, because
even for nontraditional
advertisers, we still involve
some on- air exposure.
This year we hired an outside consultant to help us
put together events.We
recently gave away an entire wedding: jewelry,
honeymoon, apparel, even
the minister. Just think
how many clients you can
connect to that sort of
event, clients who might
never use Radio ei

For static ns on real audio or audio net: Your station is live on
the Web Why do you think there is value in this? What benefits
are you Jetting? If you are interested in responding to this future " Forum" question. or
•
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SOLD!
Twenty-nine stations
in Minnesota, Iowa
and North Dakota
from The Jim Ingstad
Broadcast Group to
Cumulus Broadcasting, Inc.
Elliot B. Evers
and
George I. Otwell
represented the seller.

GEORGE I. OTWELL
513-769-4477
BRIAN E. COBB
CHARLES E. GIDDENS
703-827-2727
RANDALL E. JEFFERY
RANDALL E. JEFFERY, JR.
407-295-2572
ELLIOT B. EVERS
415-391-4877
RADIO and TELEVISION
BROKERAGE • APPRAISALS

MEDIA VENTURE
PARTNERS
WASHINGTON, DC
ORLANDO • CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
Subiea t FC.C:. appretel

others, contact Steve Warren at 561-655-8778.

To subscribe, con 1-800-610-5771
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THE WIZARD OF ADS

You Can Put an Expensive Suit on
aMonkey
But Can It Write Good Copy?
Copywriters should be among the most highly paid people
in Radio. How can we expect to improve that which we do
not reward?

ROY H

QUICK

READ
• Salesmanship can be
taught to virtually
any person who is
willing to endure the
pain of rejection.
A

The ability to write
persuasive Radio ads
is much more difficult to learn than
selling.

• The effectiveness of
Radio advertising
lives or dies with
copy.
• Radio isn't like
print, and it is foolish
for us to let print
writers control our
Radio copy.
A

The human voice has
the power to transfer
emotion and persuasion like no other
force on Earth.

T

he high-powered SM
creates contests, awards
WILLIAMS
bonuses and pays commissions. His or her job is to deliver sales quotas to management and motivation to the staff.
That job is over the moment the sale is made.
After the sale, the SM's salespeople will pass a
few scribbled notes to the copywriter ( the
most overworked and underpaid of
all the station's employees) and
say, "tpromised to deliver a
crowd. Give me some
magic."
Why, then, does
it surprise us when the
business owner says,
"I tried Radio, and it
didn't work"'
Here's the Truth
"You could put an
expensive suit on a
monkey and train it to
sell." I've said this for 20
years, and it makes people mad
every time Isay it. Isaid it when I
was atop- billing sales rep. Isaid it when Iwas
arecord- setting SM. Isaid it when Iwas a26year-old GM in amarket of amillion people.
So get mad if you want, but you need to
hear the truth. Salesmanship can be taught to
virtually any person who is willing to endure
the pain of rejection. The ability to write persuasive Radio ads is much more difficult to learn.
Copy Counts
The et fectiveness of Radio advertising lives
or dies with copy. Consequently, Ibelieve copywriters should be among the most highly paid
people in Radio. How can we expect to improve
that which we do not reward?
In arecent 'Wizard of Ads" column, Ichided the industry for allowing on the air spots
that we knew in advance would produce no re-

sults. You can't imagine the volume of E-mail I
received — whining, "But we don't control the
creative. That's what agencies get paid to do."
Now, let me get this straight. We allow the
agency to place aschedule that won't work,
provide us with ads that won't work and then
blame their mediocre results on Radio? I'm not
sure Ilike this deal.
Radio isn't like other advertising media. The human voice has
the power to transfer emotion and persuasion like no
other force on Earth. But
' Radio ads surely will fail
when they are written
according to the principles of print advertising. Radio isn't like
print, and it is foolish
for us to let print writers control our Radio
copy.
Invest in Writers
No, I'm not saying we can
change the system overnight. But isn't
it time we began investing in gifted writers? If
your station had aDick Orkin they could send
to help clients with copy and production, would
the agencies of your city accept his help? If at
first they would not, let me assure you that they
would welcome him with shouts and dancing
as soon as he had helped create afew big successes in your town.
Somewhere in America is abold GM who
isn't going to wait for someone else to do it first.
This will be amanager who is willing to pay
what it costs to recruit writers who can rock the
city. When such amanager steps forward, keep
your eye on him or her. This is aGM whose
station billing no longer will rise and fall with
the ebb and flow of Arbitron. This is Radio's
Manager of the Future. à

Roy H. Williams is President of Roy H. Williams Marketing.
He may be reached at 512-282-6355 or by E-mail at roy@rhw.com
lo subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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SOLUTIONS

100% Market Share.

Radio Transmitter Manufacturing Capital
Chooses Harris.
Broadcasters understand the significance of 100% market share. Its often
pursued and rarely achieved. Ii means
that you know your customer's needs...
Your quality standards are extremely
high...And, you are ahead of the competition by leaps and bounds.
Quincy, Illinois is the world . apital
for radio broadcast transmitter
manufacturing. It's also a place where
you can go across town to check out a
company's quality standards and demo
new products before making a buying
decision.
With this convenience easily at hand,
all radio broadcasters in Quincy have
chosen Harris transmitters— hands
down. In addition, nineteen other
Harris transmitters are the choice in the
local Hannibal, MO and Keokuk, IA
areas.
All of Harris' transmitters are manufactured under strict ISO 9001 quality
control standards which means we take
great pride in the products we deliver
to our customers. In addition to this,

we support all of our product lines with
a24- hour service number so you can
call anytime day or night. We are a
total solutions supplier who can update
or completely renovate your radio
studio facility from beginning to end—
or supply anything in between.
This is what you get when you deal
with acompany that has been in the
Most recent world firsts in
radio broadcast
•1987: Harris introduces Digital
Amplitude Modulation technology used
in DX series medium wave broadcast
transmitters.
•1991: Harris demonstrates prototype
digital FM exciter
•1993: Harris introduces DIGIT, world's
first digital FM exciter
•1994: Harris introduces AES3 input
module which allows DIGIT to directly
accept digital studio standard audio
•1996: Harris introduces Platinum ZFM
transmitter and DIGIT CD digital FM exciter
•1997: Harris introduces world's first
uncompressed digital 950 MHz STL

radio broadcast industry for over 75
years— longer than any other U.S.
radio transmitter manufacturer.
When it comes to choosing the best
quality, value, and service, it all boils
down to one simple fact that Quincy
engineers have come to realize: There's
abig difference between ordinary and
extraordinary which can also be the
difference between 0and 100% market
share.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
U.S. and Canada:
TEL:+ 1217 222-8200
FAX:+1 217 224-1439
Elsewhere
TEL:+1 217 222-8290
FAX:+1 217 224-2764
http://www.broadcast.harris.com

Me
lHARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions
q,INI Iirri (' orp.

SALES REVOLUTION

Break the Mold
New Secrets to Hiring Sales Superstars

Some successful Radio salespeople whc came from
other industries had great sales strengths combined with
good selling skills.

KENT MALINOWSKI

QUICK

READ
A Don't read resumes.
They are nothing
more than
brochures, probably
written by apro.
A Past performance
and references are
almost useless.
A Make the candidate
sell you.
A Don't hire based on
whether or not you
like them; hire based
on " sales execution"
ability.

A Don't " make nice" in
an interview; put
pressure on the candidate to see the
real person.
A Use special tests to
indicate whether an
individual WILL sell
vs. an individual
who can sell.

I

raditional sales hiring
processes don't work
today. Does this hir-

ing process sound familiar? 1. Search 2. Sort
resumes 3. Interview 4. Hope and pray. The
old process is backward and omits two critical steps: identifying the ideal candidate
and testing.
Here's Radio's new process to hire superstars ( in sequence):
1. Identify — Create adetailed profile of
the ideal candidate. Include in your criteria:
pricing vs. competition, money levels asked
for, demand to find new business vs. inheriting amature customer base, closing skills,
prospecting skills, product knowledge and technical expertise.
Don't get hung up hiring experienced Radio
salespeople. Some successful Radio salespeople who came from other industries had great
sales strengths combined with good selling skills.
2. Search — Build your search based on
the ideal criteria. Use "must haves" from your
list to write recruiting ads that describe the
superstar, not the job.
3. Qualify — Have candidates call during
agiven time window. Have an assistant log the
callers and tell them you'll call the next day during atwo-hour window. Each initial qualification call lasts three to five minutes and starts
like this:
"Hi, John, this is Bill Smith. I'm calling
about the position with Sky Radio. This is going
to be avery quick call because Ihave 45 more
people to talk to and I'm only bringing in six
for interviews. So this call will determine
whether you will be one of the six. Ready?"
This unusual opening has three purposes. It shortens the process, it puts all the
pressure on the candidate so you can hear
them in action, and it creates ascenario

that keeps you from having to answer timewasting questions.
Set up ascore sheet for each candidate's
abilities in rapport building, warmth, articulation and presence.
Also list and score whether they meet
your criteria in experience, technical background, closing skids and abonus section
(all are worth one point, except for the bonus
section, which is worth four points).
During the conversation, pick two or three
criteria from your ideal candidate list and say,
for example, "Our ad stated that we need someone who can cold call CEOs and close in one
or two calls. Prove to me that is you."
Then throw them a "put off' to end the call:
"Here's how I'd like to end this call. If you
receive acall from my assistant by noon tomorrow, I'll be inviting you in for an interview on Thursday afternoon. If you don't
hear from my assistant, then you failed to
make the final six."
If they hang in and keep you on the phone
by asking more questions, give them four
bonus points.
4. Test — Use atest to disqualify poor
choices before you waste time interviewing.
They are less expensive than your time. Stay
away from psychological, personality, behavioral or sales aptitude tests. Opt instead for tests
that indicate whether the individual actually
will execute ( close business).
5. Interview — Keep interviews to 20
minutes and put pressure on the candidates
(as much as atough prospect would). Challenge them to prove they will close, make
cold calls, call on owners and presidents and
are willing to do whatever it takes to succeed. Good candidate tests will give you a
list of incisive, tough questions to reveal
hidden weaknesses. lei

Kent Malinowski is Managing Partner of Success Works, asales consulting and training firm to Radio industry
CEOs. His regular Radio Ink sales management column challenges the Radio industry's belief systems and
pushes on comfort zones. He may be reached at 888-667-7253 or by E-mail at successworks@usa.net
lo subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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CAPSTAR
You listening? 401k plan. Substantial training.
Professional development. Unrivaled benefits package. State of the art technology. The best resources
available in the radio industry Unbeatable formula
for success. Still listening? We're looking for talented, high energy individuals wanting great opportu-

nities in radio broadcasting who are willing to
work hard, enjoy their careers and set the pace in
the industry. Call one of our five regional operating companies today to find out just how much
money talks with Capstar Broadcasting Partners,
and let's get down to business.

BROADCASTING
PARTNERS

Capstat Broadcasting Partners 600 Congress Avenue, Suite 1400, Austin, Texas 78701 www.capstarbroadcasting.com
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ATLANTIC STAR

CENTRAL STAR

PACIFIC STAR

GULFSTAR

SOUTHERN STAR

500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3000
New York, NY 10110

425 .1nd Street, S.E., Suite 450

2550 Fifth Avenue, Suite 723
San Diego, CA 92103

600 Congress Ave, Suite 1400

Gdar Rapids, IA 52401

Austin, Texas 78701

13201 Sheridan Street
Fort Lauderdale, florida 33330

(212) 302-2727
Fax ( 212) 302-6457

(319) 365-9431
Fax (319) 363-8062

(619) 236-9599
Fax (619) 233-6517

(512) 340-7850
FAX ( 512) 340-7895

Fax (954) 434-5408

(954) 434-5275

MARKETING

Simple is as Simple Does
Don't Overcomplicate Matters

In simple terms, Radio's problem is that it needs to
increase its share of the advertising pie.
ost
management
training teaches us to
deal with every variJACK TROUT able, seek out every option and
analyze every angle of aproblem or challenge.
This leads to maddening complexity. Subsequently, the most clever among us produce the
most complex proposals and recommendations.
Unfortunately, when
you start spinning out all
kinds of different solutions,
you're on the road to chaos
with contradictory ideas and
people running in different
directions. Simplicity requires that you narrow the
Most management
training teaches us
options and return to asinto deal with every
gle path.
variable, seek out
To psychologist Dr.
every option and
Carol Moog, aflashy mananalyze every angle
agement concept is like a
of aproblem or
movie star with whom w(
challenge.
fall in love. It comes with a
The most clever
beautiful appearance and is
among us tend to proadynamic speaker that has
duce the most complex proposals and
what we all love: charisma.
recommendations.
Whether or not we underSimplicity requires
stand this starlet isn't important, because we're
that you narrow the
in love. Besides, people are afraid to question
options and return to
someone who is abig shot or to challenge what
asingle path.
they think is abig idea.
People are afraid
To deal with these natural fears, focus on
to question somethe problem. It's analogous to how ballet dancers
one who is a big
avoid getting dizzy when they do their piroushot or to challenge
ettes. They focus on one object in the audience
what they think is a
every time their head comes around.
big idea.
Needless to say, you have to recognize the
To deal with these
right problem on which to focus. If you're Volvo,
natural fears, focus
the problem on which to focus is how to mainon the problem and
recognize the right
tain leadership in the concept of "safety" as othproblem on which
ers try to jump on the idea. That's pretty obvious.
to focus.
But there are times when the problem isn't
so obvious. Such was the case in recent years

QUICK

READ"
A

A

A

A

A

for Procter & Gamble, the world's preeminent
marketer. You might assume that the problem
was to find ways to sell more "stuff." But the
new management recognized the real problem.
Does the world need 31 varieties of Head
&Shoulders shampoo or 52 versions of Crest?
As P&G's President Durk Jager said in Business
Week magazine, "It's mind- boggling how difficult we've made it for consumers over the years."
According to that article,
Jager and CEO John Pepper
realized that after decades
of spinning out "New- andImproved This," " LemonFreshened That" and "ExtraJumbo- Size
the
Other
Thing," P&G decided that it
sells too many different kinds
of stuff. The solution to that
problem was simple, although
implementing it was complex.
They standardized product formulas and reduced
complex deals and coupons.
Gone are 27 types of promotions, including bonus packs
and outlandish tactics, such as goldfish giveaways to buyers of Spic & Span. They got rid
of marginal brands, cut product lines and
trimmed new product launches.
So, with less to sell, sales went down, right?
Wrong. In hair-care products alone, by slashing the number of items in half, they increased
their share by five points.
Our friends at P&G certainly weren't afraid
of simplicity. Over the past five years, they've
used it to increase their business by athird.
In simple terms, Radio's problem is that it
needs to increase its share of the advertising
pie. Selling the power of sound to build brands
without pictures is what has to be done to increase that share.

e

Jack Trout is President of Trout &Partners Ltd. He may be reached at
by E-mail at Trri 712@aol.com
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

203-622-4312
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MASTER
CONTROL

The world's finest on-air system.

"We love it
because it does
everything!'

Take the RCS
challenger
Ask any software or hardware company how much combined RADIO EXPERIENCE is on their staff. We
guarantee nobody comes close to the wide radio backgrounds of RCS people. We've been where you
are...station ownership, management, engineering, programming, production, on-air. Experience in ALL facets
of radio is curiously absent from other digital computer companies. Plus, RCS uses industry-standard
components including Digigram audio cards. Rarely do you make such an important decision...Make this the
right one. Get Master Control NT from RCS.
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Sound Software

Radio Ccmputing Services, Inc.
Two Overhill Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583 USA
Tel: 914-723-8567 Fax: 914-723-2258
E-mail: info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com

NAB Booth # RL4101
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THE MUSIC SCHEDULING SYSTEM

RESEARCH

AGreat Advertising "Vehicle"
Do Your Own In- Car Listening Study

Ai

new
study of in-car list
ening* found that it is
ighly likely that if astation's car cume increases, the station's total cume also will
increase. The reverse is also true.
Implications of these results are
RHODY BOSLEY clear: Station managers, PDs and
consultants need to focus their attentions on incar listening, especially for cume-building.
For your station and your market, you can
do your own in-car listening study based just
on the Arbitron book. Here's how:
Commute Time — Find the average commute time for your market on Page 6of the Arbitron report for your market. In general, the
larger the market, the longer the commute
Car Ownership — Previous studies have
It is highly likely
shown that virtually all cars have aRadio. Furthat if astation's car
ther, 60.2 percent of households in the 15- marcume increases, the
ket average own two or more cars: plenty of
station's total cume
opportunity for in-car listening. Again, see Page
also will increase.
6of the Arbitron market report.
Virtually all cars
How Do People in Your City Transport car listening. Possible sales point: Advertisers
have a Radio.
Themselves to Work? — Page 6again has the can capture asubstantial in- car audience durFurther, 60.2 pering midday as well as drive times.
answer, which varies alot by market. The 15 cent of households
•37 percent of all Radio listening came
market average revealed 71.6 percent of workin a 15- market averfrom listening in the car. ( Persons 18+ Moners
drive
themselves
to
work.
An
additional
13.5
age own two or
day- Friday 6am.- Midnight). Possible sales
percent drive in acarpool of two or more permore cars. 71.6 persons. Public transportation contributes avery point: The advertiser can reach audiences incent of workers
car where they crank up the sound and enjoy
drive themselves to
small 7.7 percent of those who commute when
Radio's information and entertainment. Radio
work. An additional
averaged across markets.
13.5 percent drive in
is the only medium that offers an advertiser
Where Do Your Listeners Listen?— In
acarpool of two or
three locations for exposing an advertising mesArbitron standard market reports, there is asecmore persons: plention devoted to Listening Locations. Average sage: home, car and work.
ty of opportunity for
If your station subscribes to Maximiser,
quarter-hour estimates are provided for the four
in- car listening.
then you can choose specific demos on which
key dayparts: Combined Drive, Monday - FriYou can choose
to get estimates of Radio listening by location
day Midday, Weekend 10 a.m. - 7p.m., and
specific demos on
for cume and AQH, any daypart and even speTotal Week for Persons 18+. Be sure to check
which to get esticific geography. You even can produce reports
the
last
entry
in
this
section,
called
Metro
Tomates of Radio lisfor in-car listening by working persons.
tals, for some "nuggets" of market information.
tening by location
You can produce your own in-car listening
For example, Atlanta stations can make these
for cume and AQH,
study for your market. It's just one more way to
claims based on the Fall '97 Arbitron:
any daypart and
even specific
•43 percent of the average quarter-hours convince advertisers that Radio is agreat adgeography.
of listening was from in- car during combined vertising vehicle. à
*The study prepared by '
beards Director, inc. was based on mare
drives, and 29 percent of all Radio listening
You even can prothan 349,000 Arbitroif diaries that were analyzed using the I'D Profilé Thee
duce reports for inMonday - Friday 10 a.m. to 3p.m. was from in- diaries included all size markets, most formats and all trans of he country.
car listening by
Rbody Bosley is aPartner of Research Director, Inc., acompany that produces sales materials for Radio
working persons.
stations based on syndicated Radio research. He can he reached at 4/0-3 77-5859.
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TTHE GRAMMY AWARDS

ceremony in New York, Metro Source provided affiliates with complete coverage of this high-profile show.

Metro Source affiliates not only had clips of winning songs from
several winners before the show, they also had audio of interviews with many of the Grammy winners.

METRO
SOURCE.

O

hether you want coverage from
our Presidential pool reporter as he traveled with President Clinton during
his latest visit to New York, or extensive weather coverage of the El Niño

11

Successor to the traditional wire.
Four Cost Centers in One:
Information/ContEnt
Cutting-Edge Softwgre
Digital Audio Editiig
Virtual Cart Recording/Playback
Don't commit to any information or fiware provider
without seeing Metro Soece.
1-800-800-NEWS

related storms on the west coast or the tornadoes that recently hit Florida,
Metro Source has you covered.
From State of the State reports focusing on issues determined by your listeners to business reports, live reports from the NY Stock Exchange,
Country Music Time and other format - specific reports, to jock prep material and features...
•with audio clips
•all customized
•all local
If your wire service doesn't provide all this, you need Metro
METRO SOURCE Networks and Metro Source.

ENGINEERING

High-tech Boring Radio
How to Avoid It

Few people can maintain excitement and interest in
programming that is preordained and predelivered.

JIM LOUPAS I

REA

eres the situation:
You reach over to
Ipush the car Radio

button because the station you are listening
to is boring. Then you realize ... it's your station. This is apainful reality for someone
who has just invested thousands of dollars in
the best technological hardware and in the
talent. So there you are, heavily invested in
digital storage devices to replace carts, to
schedule spots from the program log, to put
music on huge hard drives. Yet the live portion of your day sounds less dynamic than
the automated portion. You listen intently
but never quite divine what is wrong. What's
the problem?
The answer is lack of involvement on
the part of talent when the digital system
schedules both spots and music throughout the day. Frequently, the loss of atactile relationship with the programming
also removes the talent from the process
of entertaining.
Stations that replace spots on cart with
spots on hard drive rarely have any problem
at all. In fact, there usually is an improvement in overall performance by talent, because the "automated" spot sequencing allows
more time to prepare and function in the
music and entertainment role. However, taking this one step further and automating the
scheduling of music totally removes the talent from the entertainment process. To be
successful, the talent must be required to
work harder and thereby not lose the spontaneity we commonly regard as necessary to
the entertainment process.
When the talent is recording tracks
tor automation, the focus is directed on
the tracks and snippets of music with no
distractions. However, when talent is
subordinated to adigital system that runs

D

• The loss of atactile
relationship with the
programming can
remove the talent
from the process of
entertaining.
A

"
Automated" spot
sequencing allows
talent more time to
prepare and function
in the music and
entertainment role.

A

However, automating the scheduling
of music totally
removes the talent
from the entertainment process.

A

Technology and
entertainment can
coexist quite effectively when planning and psychology are mixed into
the process.

A

The optimum live situation delivers spots
automatically but
forces the talent to
take part manually in
preparing the music.

the show, distraction is the rule. Few
people can maintain excitement and interest in programming that is preordained and predelivered.
Technology and entertainment can coexist quite effectively when planning and
psychology are mixed into the process. Onair talent is abig investment for your station.
To fully realize productivity from talent,
he/she must be totally involved in the
process. The spots being scheduled and delivered automatically are not aproblem.
Music, on the other hand, can be available
on CD or hard drive and can produce good
results as long as the talent has arole in
preparing, choosing or rearranging the music.
Music- scheduling software is fine as long
as the talent has involvement. When the digital system has the next music selection ready
to go with no thought on the part of talent,
there is abig problem. The optimum live situation delivers spots automatically but forces
the talent to take part manually in preparing
the music.
What method you use is up to you, but
easier is not always better. Many stations disable the autoselection portion of the musicscheduling software during live programming
and require talent to manually prepare the
music from the hard drive. CHR stations with
short music lists frequently use CDs during
live portions.
To successfully execute the entertainment process, we must not neglect the judgment- making person using the tools.
Entertainment is aprocess, and we must continue that process by including the talent
to generate excitement, spontaneity and numbers for your station. Fully empower your
talent by not removing the focus of their presentation. To enable technology to work best,
don't disable the operator. à

Jim Loupas is atechnical consultant and designer of studio facilities and audio processing systems.
He can be reached at James Loupas Associates, Inc. at 972-304-0455.
To subscribe, call 1.800-610-5771
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Here are three wan EV011ilde can help:

c onsolidation

brings market efficiencies, but also

big headaches and challenges. It's essential for
management to keep track of multiple stations. And
keeping a legal record of what was said and when
commercials aired is also more important than ever.
Several groups have standardized on Eventide Digital

BOTTOM

Audio Loggers. Our economical VR204 records up to
550 hours on atiny palm-sized cassette. VR204 records
up to 4channels simultaneously so you can keep tabs
on the competition's spot loads, play lists and talent
while you record your own stations. New!! Now
Eventide loggers let you record/play in HiFi for full
"broadcast quality." Ideal for show replays, time zone
delays, etc.

Eventide's

BD500 Broadcast

Delay

makes

talk

I.— shows run smoother and sound better, for less. The
BD500's multiple dump feature divides
the delay time into several "slices" so
you're still safely in delay even right after

LINE

a "dump." It's the hassle-free talk
solution... even when air talent is
working without aproducer. No
other delay offers Eventide's high
quality patented catch-up technology for clean audio combined
with fast catch-up. And it's the
only delay with optional digital
inputs and outputs for new alldigital studios. Yet the BD500 costs thousands less than our previous delay unit.

W

ant to increase creativity without
adding personnel? Add life to

drive-time shows? Win new advertisers with better station -produced spots? An Eventide Ultra-Harmonizer®
brand effects processor really does all that. Designed
specifically for radio and production,

the new

DSP4000B Ultra- Harmonizer features radio effects
designed by production whiz Jay Rose. Hundreds of
comic voices, sound effects, reverbs, pitch changers
and more are instantly accessible at the touch of abutton. Plus, the DSP4000B has superb TimesqueezeO
time compression/expansion capability. The DSP4000B

Better managed,
better sounding
radio yields
better results.

has optional digital I/O to interface easily with digital
editors and consoles. It's the radio effects box designed
to bring stations more business and more listeners.
The bottom line: Eventide broadcast products are
potent tools for today's radio. To learn more, talk to
your broadcast distributor, call Eventide direct at 201641-1200, or see our website, www.eventide.com.

444610111.11111111111111111u

Eventide
the next step
One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Tel: 20 1-641.-1200 Fax: 201-641-1640
Email: broadcast@eventide.com Web: www.eventide.corn

On the brink of signing over American Radio Systems to Mel Karmazin and CBS, David
Pearlman, co- COO of ARS, reflects on the remarkable building, development, success and
eventual sale of ARS and — oh, yeah — his own future.

0, 1998

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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INK: Talk about the beginnings of
American Radio Systems.

Did you talk with each other about
those common goals prior to putting
these deals together?

PEARLMAN: American Radio was conceived in June 1993 and began business
on Nov. 1, 1993. It was the coming
together of three companies, which
were Steve Dodge's company, Atlantic
Radio, based in Boston ; Tom Stoner's
company, based in Annapolis, MD ;
and my old company,Multi-Market
Communications, based in Hartford.
In the beginning, there were 17
Radio stations in eight markets.
Everybody came from different backgrounds and companies, with common
goals in how they did business, their
ethics, morals and aggressive attitude
toward building agreat programming.
oriented company.

Yes. It you turn back the clock, duopoly was just coming into play, and
companies were trying to figure out how
best to position themselves. Now, 1993
almost seems like the dark ages. All the
issues we talked about [ then] are many
of the same that we talk about today,
like how do you build clusters of Radio
stations in amarketplace and manage
them effectively? The three companies
each brought assets, people and strategies so that the sum of the parts was
much greater than the whole.

RULES OF PLAY
When did you build acorporate culture for American Radio?

From Day One, we set down core
principles that were important to all of
us. They became the credo for the company. Simply put, it was:
1. Grow people faster than assets ;
2. Know our listeners and earn their
loyalty ;
3. Know our clients and be committed to their success ;
4. Deliver on commitments ( do
what you say you're going to do) ;
5. Have fun and play to win.
Everybody believed in these core
principles. In fact, they are on the walls
of every Radio station in our group. Our
management team, with its people orientation and product focus, set out to
create what we felt was going to be the
prototype company in the new world
of Radio.
What practices did you put in
place to guarantee that you could
count on your people in delivering
those points?
We created an operations committee at headquarters that, as agroup, met
every Friday throughout our existence
and discussed in detail the problems
and opportunities facing our entire company. We encourage participation from
the field and, ultimately, we expanded
the operations committee to include
one of our field managers, Suzanne McDonald from Hartford.
We had aseries of management
meetings on ayearly basis, pulling together various operational groups, including GMs, PDs, business managers
and SMs. Within each agenda of every
meeting, we reinforced the core principles of the company.

FRANCHISE PHILOSOPHY
All this and awards, too- Surrounded by his wife, Claudia, and their children, Dustin
and Samantha, ahappy Dave Pearlman holds his Radio Ink Radio Wayne Award.

When consolidation first started, do
you think one of the fears was that

Wen Gcyft Whaiq, You'ire lotding, Revc,
24 Hour Programming • Syndicated Programs • Specials
Call Michael Henderson, Director of Affiliate Sales 303-784-8700
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everybody was going to start taking
orders from corporate?
People come at management in
various ways. You have to trust your
people, hire the right people create
the right expectations and have accountability for it. However, if you take
astep back and think about what we
ask our local managers to do, it doesn't take along memory to think back
to the ' 80s, when amajor headline in a
trade publication on any particular
week would lead with the appointment
of aparticular individual who becomes
agroup head and, at that time, essentially would be running five FM stations in five markets.
If you put that into perspective
today, we have managers running six to

ginning, in many cases, with one or two
successful stations within amarketplace
with aclear position, then building from
that core with stations where we took
more risks and were willing to make
changes in format, or adjust format, to
create asuccess around it.

GAME PLAN

What were the key elements of your
programming strategy?
I
twas our heavy focus on morning
drive personalities, which has really
helped us develop our Radio stations.
What did you do differently to accelerate interest in your morning drive
product?
It is part of our overall product
focus. We developed star-studded, stable morning talent, who rank among

gramming issues. WTIC-AM/FM had
heritage call letters but had fallen on
some lean times. WRCH, aSoft AC station, had alot more potential from a
programming and sales perspective.
We created our strategy in Hartford and rejuvenated WT1C-AM by
lowering its demos and creating amuch
more broad- based and younger- appealing AM Radio station. We totally
redirected WTIC-FM from its pure
CHR origin to more of an adult presentation. We brought back Gary Craig
to the heritage morning drive show. So
with that and a greatly enhanced
WRCH, all those stations now are at
an all-time high. We have four in the
top six in Hartford, including aNo. 1
and 2finish with WRCH and WTIC-

"When the dust cleared,
the cash offer of $44/share from CBS ...
was an offer we simply couldn't refuse."

ONES RADIO NETWORK

seven Radio stations in the same hallway. So, the type of manager on the
local level has to be at adifferent level
from what it was 10 to 15 years ago.
The group job of yesterday may be, in
fact, the local market manager of today.
You have called your company a
"product-first" business. What is this
philosophy about?
From the beginning, we wanted to
have atremendous focus on product. If
we built great Radio stations that attracted and superserved aparticular audience, we then would be able to build
great sales organizations throughout
and market that product.
There were many examples of how
we built our cluster of stations — be-

the best in the industry. It ranges from
Brother Wease in Rochester, Steve
Rouse in Baltimore, John Lander in
Boston, and Gary Craig and Sebastian
in Hartford — all market veterans who
went to new levels within the ARS properties — to such developing stars as J.B.
and Sandy in Austin, who have so much
ahead of them. Their careers flourished
within the system
Going in, did you know how you were
going to cluster some of your markets?
There has been trial and error
throughout this whole period as people try to figure out exactly what to do.
One extreme was in Hartford, CT,
where Suzanne McDonald and Jodi
Long were faced with some unique pro-

FM. From asales perspective, we take
out greater than 50 percent of the
money in the marketplace using strong,
aggressive selling, but providing great
solutions as agroup, and otherwise, to
the advertising community.

PERSONNEL ROSTER
When you absorbed astation, did
you give the staff an opportunity to
apply to your company and stay on?
Generally speaking, we have had
very little turnover when we have taken
over Radio stations. If you look across our
company at some of our top management,
they are people we inherited or developed after the purchase of stations.

#3 Fishing
#2 Playing sports
#1 Sex
Source: American Demographics magazine

Call Michael Henderson, Director of Affiliate Sales 303-784-8700
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Does this apply to the program side
as well?

investment.
As [ we] looked ahead, or out into
the future, there were limited options,
Overall, Iwould characterize our not only for an exit route, but to maximize the value to our shareholders. Ulcompany as not being of the mentality
that, when we take over amarket or a timately, the decision was reached to
specific station, we feel we have to bring call atime-out and see what the outour own people in to implement the plan.
side marketplace looked like. When the
We tend to come in, then incorporate dust cleared, the cash offer of $44/share
and expound on our value system and from CBS, which amounted to 19 times
our management style, and people have
the 1997 cash flow and 15 times the
gravitated to it and excelled within it.
1998, was an offer we simply couldn't
We have come to the conclusion
refuse. It also has allowed the sharethat there is no standard answer. So holders of American Radio to not only
much of this is dependent on situa - maximizes their current value, but to

committed to maintaining the company standards of excellence, and [ they]
bring some CBS concepts and ideals to
the party. The official line is that CBS
is keeping Don, John and me.

COACHING STYLES
Steve Dodge is considered to be one
of the "nice gt.ys" in the business.
Now your empoyees are going to be
working with Mel Karmazin, who
has atougher management style.
Does this concern you at all?
Mel is avisiunary in the Radio business. He's adynamic leader and some-

"If the Radio industry was astation, it would be
going through aformat change."
tional management to match the
needs of the local marketplace. It also
has to fit the abilities of the particular individual.
Ibelieve in amarket manager concept. We [ compare] it to apublisher's
job at anewspaper. If you have acluster of Radio stations delivering ahigh
percentage of amarket, there should be
aposition that sort of evolves as the representative of that marketing entity.

PLAYER NEGOTIATION

ONES RADIO NETWORK

When and how did the decision
come to offer ARS up for sale?
The executive committee of our
board of directors, headed by Steve
Dodge, was faced with some extreme
competitive environmental issues in
looking at our future. It was avery difficult decision for everyone involved.
It is an emotional but an important business decision to serve our shareholders
with the greatest possible value for their

retain American Tower as an investment going forward
The ARS/CBS deal shocked quite a
few people, particularly because
there had been talk about the company going with Jacor. When it came
right down to the crunch, what was
it all about and what was it like?
It was avery emotional time for
everybody involved.
Ultimately, the CBS offer of all
cash at $ 44 /share and the ability for
the American shareholders to retain
the vertical role and state of business
with American Tower were the deciding factors.
Was the ARS deal contingent on
you, John Gehron and Don
Bouloukas staying with CBS in some
future capacity?
Mel Karmazin, Dan Mason and
Farid Suleman, who represent the leadership of CBS, have welcomed with
open arms Don, John and me. They are

one who has proven to grow
tremendous value for the shareholders
involved with him. We are delivering a
wonderful group of assets with terrific
managers and great employees. We expect to go forward and be very successful within CBS.
Do you know what your specific
involvement is going to be?
We're going to keep doing what
we're doing. Don, John and Imanage
some of the best individuals in the
Radio business. We are excited for the
opportunity for them, and for us, to
move forward within CRS
Will ARS be back in the Radio business at some point in the future?
Steve Dodge has come to love
the Radio business within the 10 years
he has spent in it. As he grows American Tower Corporation, Isuppose
there is always apossibility he could
be pulled back into the Radio wars.
34 le'
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KJJZ Palm Springs
WJZC Nashville
WSBZ Ft. Walton Beach
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FACT: 85% of radio
programmers believe
that entertainment news
is important to their
listeners.
Be 100% sure your
listeners are getting it
from YOUR station.

Check us out on the
net at: www.swnetworks.com
Entertainment News Network
The definitive entertainment news source.
SW Networks • aSony Music Entertainment company
1370 Avenue of the Americas • New York, NY 10019 • Phone: 212.233.5400 • Fax: 212.833.4994
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"The group job of yesterday
may be, in fact, the local market
manager of today."
SHOP TALK
Do you think there is going to be a
new level of consolidation with
much smaller markets being brought
under one umbrella?
Do Isee consolidation continuing?
Absolutely! Consolidation has taken
place in markets 1through 100. Operators are seeing the economies of
scale and the innovative approaches to
programming and the selling of the
products. It is only logical this will continue to move its way into market sizes
below 100.
What are the most important things
you have learned as abroadcaster?
Ihave had the fortune in the past
27 years to work, literally, every job in
aRadio station. Ilived abroadcaster's
dream of taking astart-up Radio station
in Hartford, CT, with no ratings, no
revenue, and no facility, and building
it into the No. 1station within 20
months. That lead to the merger into
American Radio.
Ilearned much from my co-workers, particularly my co-COOs. What I
learned is you can set the bar high, encourage people, have them grow, and
empower them to do their job, and great
results will ensue.

ON DECK

ONES RADIO NETWORK

If you could implement two things
overnight, what would they be?
I
would elevate the level of confidence

34

in our salespeople and make sure we never
lose sight that Radio is alocal medium and
that the local community is important to
every Radio station within it.
You have suggested that Radio has
some big changes ahead. What do
you think Radio is going to need
to change?
It the Radio industry was asta-

tion, it would be going through a
format change, in the sense that our
customer focus is evolving. Our
ability to serve the needs of customers in this world of consolidation has become paramount in our
thoughts and in our minds.
The confidence level in our
product has never been higher. The
opportunity for us to stop the intramural game of fighting with each
other and turn our attention to the
real enemies — outdoor, newspaper
and direct mail — is real.
Greatness is within our grasp,
and the Radio industry has to reach
in, dig hard and dig deep to make
it happen

• Leisure Activities: Tennis, softball, biking, golf, theater,

SIDELINES

movies and media watching
•If you had 30 minutes to sit and talk with anyone, whom would

you choose?
Michael Eisner or Bobby Orr
•If you were granted one wish, what would it be? That my parents,
who died prematurely, could share with us today, in peson, the fulfillment of many of our family's personal and professional dreams
• If you could go back in time, where would you go? The early ' 7os,
when FM stations were sold at cocktail parties for $ 5o,000 or less
•To whom did you listen on the Radio when you were growing up?
Arnie " Woo Woo" Ginsburg on WMEX and Red Sox Baseball with Curt
Gowdy and Ned Martin on WHDH
•What did you want to be when you grew up? The Radio voice of the
Red Sox
•What is your pet peeve with Radio? Radio people spend too much
time battling each other when they should be focusing on the real revenue enemies ... TV, outdoor, direct mail and newspaper
•As alistener, what is your favorite format? Classic Rock, All- News and
Sports
•Favorite Website: Pointcast and its many information highway extensions
•What has been your most unattainable goal? Finding better ways to
balance the pressures of the Radio business while still spending "quality
time" with my family à

• Proven ratings results with branded marquee name
• Celebrity air talent
• 20 years of expertise with mature market audience

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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DIGITAL
'DIAL'
TECHNOLOGY
Now You Have
A Choice...
EKG
RESEARCH

• 10+ years practical broadcast
research experience ...
• Successful results for major
market clients ...
• Digital ' Dial' Technology
for less ...
EKG RESEARCH saves you
money on Auditorium Music
testing with no compromises!
The same wireless dials you've
heard about—with more
accurate results ...
Not owned by abroadcast
group—no hidden agendas ...
Real time results—on-site
client viewing ...

Selected
dates still
available for
your spring
music test!

New, advanced software—
simple to view results.
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Major broadcasters worldwide
choose Dalet
more than any other system.

Paul Sanchez and
Jim McGtuern at :.- rons hew York

"Dale

iinitqj
has

the way
we do
business"'
Jim tIcGiuern,
Chief Engineer, Emmis Hew York
[Hot 91, Kiss PI, CD 101 gl

Cost Efficiency
Whether you are alarge or small
market station, Dalet offers a
completely integrated suite of
software which allows the entire staff
to work together. All departments —
traffic, production, programming,
news and on-air — have simultaneous
access to all audio, copy and logs.
With modular software options, the
Dalet system can meet your specific
budget requirements — growing with
your business needs.
Standard hardware also means cost
savings. The system is not
proprietary, and will grow with the
industry. Finally, with Dalet's easyto-use interface your staff will be
operational in no time.

fleliabiiitij
Wirt has the proven expertise to
guarantee that your station stays on
the air. Choose from awide range of
security options (RAID array, mirrored
servers, local backup) to meet your
specific requirements. Dalet's digital
audio system has been running on
Windows and networks for eight
years, at hundreds of sites — from
stand alones to hundred-plus
workstation networks. It works for
them, it can work for you.

OPEN
SOLUTIONS

SOLUTION PROVIDER

comma

Free Demo
At Your Office
Call us to
set up adate.
We'll bring
the demo to you or
make arrangements
for you to visit
an installation
that best fits
your needs.

Call (111) 226-2424
or visit
www.dalet.com
Group
Connectivity
Consolidation can generate huge
productivity gains, provided groups
have the right tools. Dalet is
continuously developing new
solutions to meet the evolving needs
of our clients. With TeamRadio Dalet's traffic and billing software the business of over 1000 radio
stations can be linked together.
Intranet applications allow stations
within agroup to access each other's
orders and audio remotely.
The production work done by one
station can be used by another,
only minutes later.

T
HE
WOR LD

STANDARD

Unprecedented Support
Dalet is aservice- driven company.
With more than 70 engineers, we
assure that your station stays on the
air. Dalet's support experts are on
call, 24 hours aday. Clients have
on-line support over the Internet.
We can also provide on- site visits to
upgrade an existing system.
"Support on any of these systems,
Ithink, is imperative...
Dalet support has been excellent."
Jim McGivern

d
We, the people of Radio, no longer
will be satisfied with crumbs that fall
from the agency table.
We, the people of Radio, no longer will
only study how to " overcome objections,"
but will learn the secrets of compelling
copy and effective Radio scheduling.
We, the people of Radio, pledge not to
steal bread from the hands of our Radio
brothers, tvhose survival is as important
as our own.
We, the people of Radio, pledge to
raid the enemy camp. We will fight as
one to recover those dollars wrongfully
taken by Yellow Pages, Direct Mail*
and Newspaper.
We, the people of Radio, will not rest
until awaiting list of advertisers is quietly
praying for others to drop out so that they
can come on board.
We, the people of Radio, no longer
recognize the printed word as King. We
believe in the power of the Spoken Word,
and will defend it with our lives, our
fortunes and our sacred honor.
So help us, God.

Radio Wayne
Awards Speech
Feb. 7, 1998, 1.1allas, TX, by B. Erie Rhoads

I
have come here te lay to honor fellow Revolutionaries.
Yes. Radio is in revclution. We live in the most tumultuous time in the histiry of broadcasting. Atime of unparalleled change, witen the old ways of managing and
selling Radio are no loT per working. It's atime of total up naval and storm.
There are two force; at work in today's Radio Revolution. One force is made dp of those who cling to the past
in the hope that the old flays will return. The second force
is made up of those of u3 who look with bright anticipation
to the wonderful possib ities of the future. Are you ready
to make your choice?
Radio advertising is the most effective advertising medium in the world today. and should rightfully receive the
Dor's share of advertising budgets. But for this to occur.
you first have to believe
Co you believe?
Radio revenues are wowing today only because all
meda spending is growing. Some sources say our share
ut he pie is shrinking. 1say the time has come for us to
provess beyond our own ' ype. Isay that Radio should
no longer accept the crumbs of leftover ad dollars. Ifor
one am committed to the fiçht to create change and to overthrpw the status quo. Are yo .
1with me?
Do you believe Radio ce win this war? Do you believe
that. tpgether. we can accomplish greatness? Do you believe The Golden Years of Rzidto are still ahead?
Look around you. These are not your competitors. These
are your allies.
Tpday. I'm drawing aline in the sand. Will you step
across the line and join us ; nthe Revolution or will you
stand ioly by and whimper in 1ear as the Redcoats of newspaper, television and direct friail march across our land?
you will join the Revolutipn, you must be willing to
arm yourself with Radio campaigns that blow the doors
off ol our competition — which is other media, not other
Radio stations.
Tun like John Hancock bstore me. Iwrite my signature large on adocument the seclares Radio's freedom
from the aast. But Ido not write with the ink of newspaper or hect mail. I
write with RAI° Ink, the voice of Radio
Revolution!

INSPIRE YOUR TROOPS
Get your people pumped ohm:: Radio by opening sales
meetings with Eric Rhoads' fire-and-brimstone speech about
Radio Revolution.
Video tapes available at $19.97 + shipping ( FL residents
add 6% sales tax).
- . _
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We want to emphasize that you should be taking direct mail dollars: we do not suggest that you stop using direct mad to promote your stahon

Calf 800-610-5771 to or:;er your copy today!

Sales gNK
PRACTICAL HANDS-ON

Legendary

SELLING TIPS AND IDEAS

Unlock aSecret Weapon

companies

Programmers as Sales Trainers
by Bill Pasha

are built

T

HOT TIP ILLUSTRATION BY DAVID

he
legendary
chasm
between sales and programming is ahidden passageway to revenue success.
When you include your programmer in your sales meetings,
you unlock asecret weapon.
Here are three effective
ways your PD can increase
your billing:
1. Play "Radio Jeopardy."
Your PD should know more
about the attributes and benefits of your station than anyone
else. Use that knowledge to
teach in a fun environment.
Your PD offers an answer like,
"I have 5,000 of these within
three miles of your business and
that means more potential buyers." Your salespeople respond,
"What is WXYZ's weekly cume
listeners in my retailers trade area?"
2. Plan NTR and promotions
together. Discuss areas that were merchandised the previous year, with an eye
toward earning incremental revenue this
year. Event sponsonhips add billing and
programming bene its if designed in a
cooperative manner.
3. Use your PD to enhance your
credibility. Programmers can persuade
buyers in ways your salespeople cannot.
The traditional gap between

"Ther?. is no man
living who isn't
capable of doing
more than he thinks
he can do." Henry Ford
RADIO INK — MARCH 30,1998

with
legendary
employees!
programming and sales is well-known by
your customers, making it easy for programmers to sell ideas and concepts without buyer resistance. After all, what does a
programmer gain? He isn't on commission.
We tried this type of partnership at
WQSR-FM Baltimore, and it has been
fruitful. In addition to dramatic revenue
and cash flow increases, WQSR's programming benefited: In the last eight
Arbitrons, WQSR has placed first in
Adults 25-54 five times, and second three
times, making it one of America's most
successful large-market Oldies stations te
Bill Pasha is VP of
Programming for American
Radio Systems, Baltimore.
He may be reached at
410-825-1000.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610.5771

Turn the page and take
a turn in your career...

Citadel Communications Corporation
An Equal Opportunity Emplowr
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Ask, Don't Tell

j
. 1:•.,

Why It's Easier to Tell than Sell

-i.';:à41•::,.,..
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by Chris Lytle, CSP
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tis much easier to tell than sell. It is much easier to teach
than to coach. Selling and coaching require more listenmg, and listening takes time. And yet, one of life's great
lessons is that people rarely resist their own conclusions. If
we want to influence thinking, we need to take the time to
draw out the person whose thinking we're trying to influence and whose behavior we're trying to change.
In this conversation between an SM and aconsultant,
you'll discover vicariously the power of not telling people all
of the answers, even if you're right.
"I require my salespeople to make io new business calls
aweek," said the sales manager.
"Hmm, that's an interesting standard," said the consultant. "How is it working?"
"We've had atremendous amount of new business activity," allowed the SM.
Said the consultant, "With your 17 people, you're getting
170 new business calls each week. How are new business sales?"
"A little slow."
"If I'm one of your salespeople and Imake my 10 new
business calls this week, what happens if Ihave three or four
good prospects in that group?" asked the consultant.
"You would follow them up, of course."
"So, Iwould follow up those four and make six other new
business calls?" reasoned the consultant.
"You'd make so new business calls plus the four follow-up
calls. Because you've already seen the four, they are no longer
new," the SM reasoned back.
"So if it takes three or four calls to close anew piece of
business, only the first call counts as anew business call in
your system."
"Now you've got it."
"So theoretically, in the fourth week of the cycle Icould
be following up 16 or 20 prospects in various stages of the
process in addition to making my 10 new business calls."
"It takes you awhile, but you do catch on," said the SM.
"When you were selling, did you ever make 10 new business calls in aweek plus follow up 16 hot prospects?" asked
the consultant, puffing on his imaginary pipe.*
"Well, no, but that's different. Ihad abetter closing ratio
than my team did."
"Perhaps that was because you prioritized and persisted
professionally with fewer prospects," suggested the consultant.
"Are you suggesting that Ichange my standard? That Inot
require so new business calls aweek?"
"That's an option you have. What if you keep the standard and change the definition of anew business call?"

"You mean count follow-up calls to advance the sales
process as new business calls?"
"It depends. Do you want new business dollars or new
business activity?" asked the consultant.
"I think I'll take your advice," sighed the SM.
"I didn't give you any. Ijust asked you some questions,
and you came to your own conclusion."
"I wonder if this approach would work in sales. Could we
train salespeople to draw out prospects about their needs, instead of telling them about our cluster?"
"As Irecall, they used to call that the 'consultant sell' or
something. Of course, at today's pace of business, it's hard to
get people to sit down for such athing," said the consultant,
taking acontrary position.
"Hold on just aminute. Maybe it's not our clients. Maybe
we have to slow down ourselves and ask the questions."
"Hmm. You might be right. What would be the consequences of taking more time up front to ask questions?" asked
the consultant.
"I think it might make the process abit more fun, and it
would cut down on all of the media kits and rankers we send
out. Ithink I'll bring it up in the next meeting."
"Why not let the salespeople discover it for themselvesc'"You mean ask instead of tell in asales meeting, too?"
"You said it, not me."
"Thanks. Here's your giant check." tei
Chris Lytle, President of The Lytle Organization, may
be reached at 608-284-1284 or by E-mail at
CLYTLES@aol.com
"A pipe is agood listening tool. Puffing on it and appearing to reed on what the
client has just said gives you tune to fomiulate areasoned resPonse In today's
world of smoke-free offices consultants cant use apipe as aprop, but they should
have gray hair and hemorrhoids.
gray hair makes than look distinguished
The hemorrhoids make them look concerned.)

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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7Ways to Impress
aManufacturer
A Little Homework
Goes a Long Way

When writing spots,

rather than creating an imaginary
edge that your client has over the
competition, seiect something real
you know the retailer can deliver.
Look for areal hook that will appeal
at the root level. It might be in the
form of agreat location that saves
time, or aunique talent that few others have,
which allows aclaim of quality or professionalism. Then, don't just stab the facts. Tell the
listener why it's beneficial to take advantage of
the convenient location cr years of experience,
instead of just restating stale clichés.
Source. Maureen Bule. Rack Impact Study
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yourself as a
legend, then
maybe you

by Kathryn Biddy Maguire
Visit your prospect's Webs te. You will
learn alittle about the company and their
goals. Print afew pages to bring to your
first meeting. Don't be surprised if you tell
your prospect something abou their company of which they were unay.are.
Call your sister stations in other markets. If you don't have any sister stations, just call other stations with
which you network to find out if they
have done business with your prospect.
Aproposal, arecap, some friendly advice
— all will make you better prepared for
your call.
Ask your SM or even traffic manager two things: Has your prospect's
company placed business on your station through your national rep firm? It's
sometimes comforting to amanufacturer
that his own advertising department thinks
your station is agood one. Ask your SM
if competitors of your prcspective manufacturer have done business with your station. If you are the one who has been
working with the competitor, don't mention it. Whatever comp«. tive information
you are in aposition to give, explain it as
'The station has done business with ... ."
Find out which of the manufacturer's
retailers spend morey or have done
manufacturer- funded programs with
the station. This is important to a

If you see

manufacturer, because he or she likely will
end up taking your ideas to at least one of
those accounts, and it's always good to know
that your station is in good standing with
them.

5

Go to one or more of the manufacturer's biggest retailer accounts to take
note of where the product is displayed
and anything else interesting about its placement. Mentioning your findings to the manufacturer not only shows that you care, but
also shows that you recognize that the promotions you bring are all about product
movement in the store.

6

Search, using either the Internet or your
local library, the category that your
manufacturer represents. Read afew
current articles that tell what's going on in
the vendor's industry right now. It's nice to
provide the articles to your contact as well
as acknowledge briefly what you learned.

7

Create your opening statement for your
in- person appointment, write it down,
then practice. First impressions are important. and you want to make sure that the
manufacturer and you understand each
other. Try something like:
"Jam here today hopefully to walk away with a
homework assignment. What Ido is design sales promotions far manufacturers like yourself My company
has done other successful programs with manufacturen
like Hewlett Packard and Apple, so we understand that
the most important thing to you is to move product. We
share some of the same clients, including CompUSA
and Staples, and recognize that our programs must be
used to leverage salts with accounts like them. Irecently read that..."
If your manufacturer hasn't opened up
by the time you finish this, ask aquestion like,
"So what's the most important thing on your
plate right now?" gi
Kathryn Biddy Maguire is
President of Revenue
Development Systems. She may
be reached at 617-424-8718 or
by E-mail at rdskbm@aoLcont

To sL bscr i
be, ca11 1-80C-6 10-5771

should work
with a
company
that believes
in legends.
We're looking for people
who love Radio, love
excellence and care about
the people with whom
they work.
Contact us regarding sales,
programing or management opportunities coast
to coast
Send Resume to Citadel
Communications at
P. 0. Box 3113, Tempe,
AZ 85280-3113
Phone 602-731-5222
Fax 602-731-5229

Citadel Communications Corporation
An Equal OPportur ilty Employer
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NONSPOT

Get Your Message Returned

Like most business owners, I'm inundated with sales calls on my voice mail. The way you
open determines whether Ilisten to your whole message or not. About the time Ihear, "Mr.
Rhoads, this is Mary from Merrill Lynch ..." is about the time Ihit the delete button. Calling
me " Mr. Rhoads" is the first clue that we have no relationship.
When cold calling, open with aline that stimulates curiosity and promise before telling
me who you are. One of the most effective voice mail messages Irecently returned stated
simply, " Eric, this is Bob. Ineed to talk to you. Please call me at ...." Another said, " I
think I've found away to make you some money" before they went onto detail. It was enough to hook
me, and I
returned the calls. source frer Rhoads Roden fn4

Change your voice mail daily.

Hey, we know you're on the phone or away from your desk — that's why the voice mail kicked in.
Instead, let them know what your schedule is: " Hi, this is Sally, and it's Thursday the 22nd. I'm in a
sales meeting until 9:00 this morning, and Ihave appointments outside the office between 9:30
return after 3:30 p.m." It's differa.m. and 3:30 p.m. today. Leave amessage and I'll call you when I
ent, it gets attention, and it lets the caller know you're not just away from your desk — you're busy.
And it will get you compliments. Source Jim Lobe° AM InM
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The Marketeer gives KSTP-AM. and your radio station the
perfect medium for driving up revenue: amagazine. Not
just any magazine, but alocal business journal filled with
features about your advertisers and geared toward their
ideal prospects. It's simple: new advertisers are attracted
to your station, because you're the only one in your
market offering acomplete marketing program of radio,
print and direct mail. Which not only gives them the
maximum exposure for their money— it also gives you
new sales. And there's no print hassle, because we do all
the production work from start to finish. The bottom line
is...well, your bottom line. Let us help you increase it.
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Call The Marketeer today at 770-451-5005 and
we'll show you how it pays to be seen and heard.

MÁRKETEER

PUBLISHING GROUP

1835 Savoy Drive
Suite 108
Atlanta, GA 30341
Be Heard. Be Seen. Be Successful.
770-451-5005
E-mail: graham.dorianethemarketeercom
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REVENUE

Sell It, Baby
by Maureen Bulley

I

_ isteners love to wear your station
T-shirts and sport your paraphernalia. But if you have only average
T-shirts and key chains, they're only
worth winning. Properly designed,
they're definitely worth buying.
Set up ashop in your lobby with display cases where listeners can view your
latest fashions arid
accessories, as well as
purchase them from a
staff member or intern
during regular office
hours. Listeners will
buy quality garments,
such as denim shirts or jackets as
long as they're well- made and the station
logo is added tastefully. They'll also buy
small- ticket items, such as dog tags, bandannas, playing cards or golf balls.
Compilation CDs with aselection
of your listeners' favorite artists are good
sellers, and you can sell in- pack coupons
or on- pack advertising to clients. You
even can do remotes from your own
"Station Store" and include guided tours
of the Radio station to drive traffic.
(Never lose sight of the "show business"
side of Radio: Listeners would walk a
mile to experience the thrill of seeing a
Radio station in action, something we
take for granted because we work here.)
You also can take the show on the
road and sell from station remotes or
community events. Ensure that there is a
charity component to the sale of station
merchandise when you're at a remote
location, to justify your presence there.
Selling merchandise is agreat way to
earn additional revenue and agreat way to
get your logo out on the streets to create even
more demand for your station and your wares. à
Maureen Bulky is President of
The Radio Store Inc. She may
be reached at 888-DO
RADIO or by E-mail at
doRadio@astral.magic.ca
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Get Gift..

Radio Recruiting
Rules!

• "You have to be the
Michael Jordan of
Radio sales and management consultants!"

by John AAitton

Wells, Director of Sales (asixstation megaopoly in Des Moines, IA)

Or set

R

adio no longer
is asecondary
medium when
it comes to employee recruitment. It is
aprimary one. Given the clutter in
today's cut-throat competith.e recruitment market place, Radio is the only
medium that breaks through and gives
your clients the separation and clarity they need to get results.
A Proactive Approach
Radio is one of the few methods of
proactive employee recruitment that
reaches the potential applicant as they
go about their normal daily activities.
The potential applicant doesn't have to
search through the thick employment
sections of anewspaper, get en the Web
or buy amovie ticket. Instead, your
client's recruitment message reaches them
as they drive the kids to and from school,
as they sit at their desks in the office or
when they are relaxing on the weekend.
The Proof is in the Pudding
A client recently spent agreat deal
of money in the employment classifieds
and $ 30,000 with ahead hunter, trying
to find store managers. They hired six.
Within 90 days, four of the managers
had resigned. Ihelped the client create and place aone- week recruitment
schedule on alocal station_
At the end of the week, the client had
received more than 2,500 telephone responses and faxed resumes. At the end of
the interview process, the client had hired
22 managers and filled 200 hourly positions.
"What surprised us," said the human resources
director, "was the number of people who
told us that they didn't know we were hiring until they heard about it on the Radio."
Getting the Client's Attention
At arecent meeting of anational retailers district managers, one of the managers stood up and showed everyone her
recent ad in the classified section. 'This

RADIO INK — MARCH 30. 1998

eighth- of- a- page
employment ad ran
only once and cost
me $ 5,000. It didn't
work. What could Ihave gotten for the
same price on Radio?"
Iexplained that in her particular market, for that certain time of year, she could
have expected to get between 15 to 20
60-second recruitment ads in prime time.
Her frequency would have tripled, and
she would have reached 40 percent to 60
percent more people in her targeted demographic pool. That got her attention.
Help Clients Understand
Radio's Power
Before you go on your next recruitment appointment, produce aspec spot
from the client's newspaper copy. Then
gather the entire employment section and
put it in your briefcase.
As you begin the appointment, hand
your client the employment classifieds
and ask him/her to find their ad. Once
they have found. it, say, " Now Iwant to
show you the difference between the
classifieds and Radio. Imagine you're sitting in your car on the way to work and
suddenly you hear this." Play the spec
spot. Every time I've done this, the client
immediately breaks into
asmile.à
John- Mitton is an Account
Executive with KODA-FM
Houston, TX. He may be
reached at 713-830-8439.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610,5771

•" For two days we
heard the most
astounding presentation. It was incredible! And we highly
recommend it. But
beware! If you're used
to doing things like
you have always done
them and feel that's
the best you can do,
you may be in for a
rude awaking."

— Bill Sims, Owner/Manager, KIOT-FM
Santa FE, NM (aformer competitor of Gift's)

Left
Behind!
•"Inow have an explosive system! By far the
meatiest, most influential, most value-packed,
most real-world, haveyou-got-the-guts, put-itto-work seminar Ihave
ever attended."
— Bill Guertin, Sales Manager,
WKAN/WLRT Kankakee, IL

1-800TALKGIF
DAVE GIFFORD INTERNATIONAL

Alk.GIFFORD
1143 TAOS HWY., SANTA FE, NM 87501
1-B00 TALK GIFF • ( 505) 989-7007
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SALES PROMOTION PLANNER
ideas you should start planning NOW

APRIL
QUICKFIr.
"Secretaries Day Luncheon" — Host a luncheon
that will offer special lunch deals to secretaries
who come with their bosses during acertain time.
Host a "Secretary of the Year" contest, with ballots to be filled out by co-workers the week
before at the client location where the luncheon
will be held. Give arose to all secretaries.
"Thank You Baskets"— Any retailer or client can
promote gift baskets to be given to secretaries on
their special day. Your station can give some away
on the air to further the promotion. Some basket
ideas include: bagels, doughnuts, books, cosmetics,
music, videos or flowers.

MAY

DATES TO REMEMBER
National Day of Prayer

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CONCERTS

3

The Kentucky Derby

"Concert Survival Guide" — At the beginning of

3-9

National Family Week
National Pet Week

the concert season, your station can produce a

National Toi.rism Week

survival guide with valuable free information. This
guide can contain concert schedules for all venues
available at press time, a map of the city with
directions to all venues listed, seating charts of all
venues, phone numbers and ticket information,
artist biographies and information, Radio station
and DI information, client ads and coupons.

TARGET PRODUCTS AND ACCOUNTS
Motorcycles; Hardware Stores; Lawn and
Garden; Outdoor Furnishings; Computer Services
and Sales; Recreational Vehicles; Boat Dealers;
Children's and Infants' Apparel

"Parking Ticker — While listeners are enjoying

DATES TO REMEMBER
1
April Fool's Day
End Winter Arbitron
2
Begin Spring Arbitron
3
Don't-Go-to-Work- Unless- It's- Fun Day
5
Palm Sunday
Daylight-Saving Time Begins
5-5i NAB Annual Convention
7
World Health Day
to
Good Friday
ii
Passover
12
Easter
15
Tax Deadline Day
22
Professional Secretaries Day
Earth Day
23
National Take-Your- Daughter-to-Work Day
24
Arbor Day

"Win 'em Before You Can Buy 'em" — Get tickets

NATIONAL
Alcohol Awareness Month; Stress Awareness Month;
Listening Awareness Month; Humor Month; Keep
America Beautiful Month; Cancer Control Month

and Fishing Supplies; Major Appliances; Boating
Supplies; Lawn and Garden; Retail Bakeries; Building
Supplies; Floor Coverings; Bridal Market

the concert, put flyers on their cars encouraging

5

Cinco De Mayo
National Teachers' Day

8

World Red Cross Day

to

Mother's Day

10-16

National Pol ce Week
National Hospital Week

11-17

National Sexual Harassment Awareness Week
Salvation Army Week

them to listen to the station the next day by offer-

16
24

Armed Forces Day
Indianapolis 500

ing a big prize just for them.

25

National Missing Children Day

to a popular concert and give them away on the

Memorial Day
NATIONAL

air before they go on sale to the public.

Mental Health Month; Better Sleep Month; Safe Baby

"VIP Party Section" — Your station can get a spe-

Month; Physical Fitness Month; Women's Health Care

cial block of tickets to give away on the air. More

Month; Breathe Easy Month; Better Hearing and

than just tickets, this VIP section should have a

Speech Month; Family Support Month

lot of perks. Each ticket winner could receive a
station T-shirt to wear to the concert. Hang a station banner to identify your section. Have station
staff and Dis act as hosts. Give each VIP a ticket
with a number and announce door prizes. One
lucky listener could get to go backstage.
TARGET PRODUCTS AND ACCOUNTS
Pools, Hot Tubs and Supplies; Vacations; Hunting

`Radio Ink assumes no respoutibility for the
viability of the promotions mentiered Stations
air advised to check with legal counsel regarding
kgality and possible lottery. Saks Promotion
Planner is compiled by Kim Silks, creator of the
Promotional Marketing Planner
She may be reached by phone or fax at
770-974-6590 or by E-mad
stilesCaMiinchpring.com

COPY CLIPS

Office
Supply
Store

Restaurant/
Pub

Mexican
Restaurant

:6o Downtown Brewing

:3o Land of
Mexico

Company
:6o Office

Iknow, Iknow. Every

(stit: open with

Suppliers/Xerox

time you hear the word

something like the
whistle from the Clint Eastwood movie The Good,

(sfx: scary music

Brew Pub, you think of

under) Anncr: It

thick- necked Europeans

the Bad and the Ug10 (
six: winds blowing) Clint:

sits in the corner, mocking you. just waiting for

named Gunther slurping thick black ale ... but not

you to be its next victim. You're apprehensive,

at the Downtown Brewing Company. Because the

(in aClint Eastwood voice) Well, John, looks like
we finally crossed the border. John: (
in aJohn

but slowly you approach it anyway, wondering

Downtown Brewing Company is a casual restau-

Will this be the day?" (six: evil laugh followed

44

,
l1posodfr

rant that brews the most incredible selection of

by an explosion) It's "The Office of Insane

its own beers, all in a bright, relaxed and fun

Copiers." You can't escape the poor quality,

atmosphere. But don't just take our word for it

jammed paper and constant breakdown. (su:

— come and see for yourself, because this

explosion) There's only one solution: Xerox.

Wednesday you can join the Downtown Brewing

(bring up new music) Right now, you can save

Company's 5:o5 Club. Beginning at 5:05, you can

up to so percent on pre- owned Xerox Copiers

enjoy an incredible selection of appetizers like

and equipment from Office Suppliers. Select from

Cheddar Puppies, Lemon Pilsner Tiger Shrimp or

any current size, type and model — large, small,

the fabulous Gourmet Pan Pizzas, all while sam-

even full — to meet your copying needs and

pling the unique selection of micro-brewed beers.

budget. All fully tested models include war-

From the Classic American Pale Ale to the Amber

ranties, service support and a one-year total sat-

Lager, from the Fresh Raspberry Hefeweizen to

isfaction guarantee. Inspected by Xerox to meet

the light, crisp Central City Wheat. You'll find the

performance and quality standards. Ready to run

Downtown Brewing Company has the brew for

with a full range of service, leasing and financing

you and, this Wednesday, join the new B93.7's

Wayne voice) I'm hungry as a horse, Clint. Where' ,,
that chuck wagon? Clint: No, John, we're goin' to
Land of Mexico. John: Land of Mexico, the restaurant? Clint: Yeah. They got the most authentic
Mexican food in Champaign County, and they
make one hell of a Margarita. John: Well, partner,
what are you waitin' 'or? Yah! (sise horses galloping off) Anncr: The Land of Mexico on Green Street
in Campustown. Serving the most authentic
Mexican food. Clint: Even to the toughest hombres
in town.
Charles Noback, WPGU-FM
Champaign, IL

options. Call Office Suppliers, your authorized

Kato Keller for the Downtown Brewing Company's

Xerox sales agent, at 263-4157, or see them at

Have a few good spots you'd like to share?

5:o5 Club. The Downtown Brewing Company, East

37 Lincoln Way West, Chambersburg.
Jeff Wine, WCHA-AM, WIKZ-FM

Send scripts to Amy Morrell at Radio Ink,

North Street in downtown Greenville.

Datura St., West Palm Beach FL 33401 or E-

Stephanie Pedrick, WFBC Radio

Hagerstown, PA

mail to amymorrellOradioink.com

Greenville, SC

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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8101.80

$97 03

Evening

27 min

27

8131500

125 min

134

11033100

Re Rey

emes
$82 68

$70 93
$77 10

t378 00

$4200

$42.00

$ 1843 00

18380

$87.78

18

81373 CO

$8487

ewes

28

12361 CO

$86.136

$86.96
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More Power...More Sales.
What you vouldn't give for a
powerful radio sales management
package. After all, you need to do
more than just manage client phone
numbers and callbacks. You need
hard sales data to help you make
hard sales decisions. You need easyto- use analysis tools for rewarding
top sellers and spotting those who
need alittle help. You need sensible
handling for oversold schedules.
Is it too much to ask?
Not any more. It's all here in CBSI
Station Management Software.
These Windows "- based packages
are scakable for any size of operation,
from st3nd-alone stations to large

See us at NAB Booth 112815

groups. And CBSI systems include
more sales management tools than
ever, giving you the power to add
revenue and productivity to your
station.
For sales reporting, you can't beat
CBSI's Clickthru Analysis'
capabilities. Just click through the
multi- layered reports and monitor
every aspect of your group or
station. Pinpoint trouble spots or
star performers with ease.
The Graphical Schedule Planner
enables you to make decisions about
how to handle bumped spots or
oversold situations in advance. And
the calendar-style interface puts an
end to the reams of printed reports.

With CBSI's new Integrated Sales
Manager, taking asales proposal to
the contract and traffic stage is
paperless, efficient and just aclick
away, even for reps dialing in from
the field. No more repeat data entry
or concerns about accuracy.
Contact us today to find out how
CBSI's powerful station management
tools can build more sales for you.

Custom Business Systems, nc.
Mimic bless Soldites 101' leltailerg

P.O. Box 67 • Reedsport, Oregon 97467
Phone 541 271-3681 • FAX 541 271-5721
1-800-547-3930
http://www.cbsi.org • info@cbsi.org

Looking For NTR Income?
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I'm Eric Rhoads, Publisher of Radio Ink.
We publish and print hundreds of books
every year. Why not let Radio Ink publish
your station book? This is the best NTR
income since Iinvented the Giant Boom Box!
J
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INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

What better station promotion than your air personality's publishing abook!
Imagine a book about your station or one of
your personalities. Involving your listeners in
the book-writing process, then mixing and
mingling with them at book- signing events,
your air talent will be the talk of the town.
This self-liquidating promotion tool creates
enormous new revenue opportunities and gives
your staff achance to sell clients who are normally difficult to sell.

191

e, RADIO INK PRESS WILL HANDLE

eALL THE DETAILS.

We'll plan it, write it, copy-edit it, proof it,

Edesign it, do all the pre-press development and

printing. We'll even provide the promotional
support. All you have to do is sell n'

THIS IS ASELF-LIQUIDATING PROMOTION
THAT WON'T COST YOUR
STATION ADIME. IN FACT,
YOU'LL MAKE MONEY ON IT!
Interested? Call Gary Taylor today
to explore available release dates.
1998 opportunities are limited.

ProgramINK
Ideas

About

Radio

Programming

PD FORUM

Q:

As a part of a multistation group, are you
required to share air staff
among the stations?
John Paul
WKKG-FM,
WINN-FM
Columbus, IN

We have four
stations in the
market sharing staff as much
as possible. Our morning sidekick on the Country star ion
also is the voice of the Oldies
station, middays. Our news director is heard on all four stations, every day.
If you have an excellent
voice- track system, then by all
means use cross- staffing. It
helps the budget and results in
fewer people to manage. it gets
our air staff out of their comfort zone and offers them more
name recognition.
Our people use the same
names on all stations. We don't
talk about sharing the staff on
the air, but we don't hide it. My

goal is for all announcers to
know all studios, shifts, formatics and voice- tracking.
Being able to "sound" live is the
beauty of today's technology.
We should embrace it and
make it work for us.
Buzz Brindle
WGNA-AM/FM,
WIRY-AM/FM
Albany, NY

How
much
sharing there
should be among the stations
depends on the format. We
don't share that much, so it is
not that big adeal. If lhad asituation where Imight be required to share a

significant amount of airtime,
then Imight be more concerned.
Radio people tend to
overreact to these things, given
the amount of awareness most
listeners have about our stations, much less specific air
personalities. Management always is interested in making
those kinds of personnel- saving decisions, but we should
look to see if it remains costeffective in the long run.
We are spending alot of
time and resources building
brand awareness for our stations.
Putting the same talent on them
might weaken your brand identification, with adown-side effect in ratings and billing.
Rich Robbin
KCEE-AM
KWFM-FM
Tucson, AZ

To date, we
don't do any

sharing, although we have our
Oldies announcers do the
weather breaks for our Adult
Standards station, which is on
satellite. It's just ashort weather [ report] and sometimes they
do give their names. A couple of the guys on the Oldies
station are higher- profile and
have been very identified with
the format and the community for many years.
We do have two other
stations owned by our same
company. In the future, we
may double- up on the
airstaffs for our two AM stations, but that shouldn't be
aproblem if it's handled intelligently. Our FM formats
are so different from each
other that it's not likely there
could be much sharing. Plus,
everyone has other jobs to
do, including production and
even being an on- air PD, so
any additional responsibilities would be unlikely. Gi

What sort of specific ratings incentives do you use for
your air staff? If you're interested in responding to this future " PD Forum" question,
or others, contact Steve Warren at 561-655-8778.

Station Yourself
Under a KD Kanopy

_a

/1
KD
11111

topy.

1-800-432-4435
http://www.kdkanopy.com

•
ilummum Frame
adieu Manufacturer
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•lightweight Aluminum Frame

•Rust Proof

•Custom Silk Screened Graphics

•Durable

•Variety of Colors & Accessories

•Sets Up in 30 Seconds

a Water

•No Loose Parts or Ropes

Resistant & Fire Retardant Fabric

•FREE Heavy Duty Carry Bag & Stakes

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

•8' x8', 10' x10' & 10' x20'
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wrev.reelradio.c0iti

PROGRAMMING
.

Get Back to Your
Radio Roots

O

kay, maybe I'm an old fart who gets
weepy- eyed over agreat tape of
KHJ '65 or WQAM in '63, but Isincerely believe that any programmer isn't
"complete" until they've experienced, either first hand or via aircheck, some of
the amazing Radio from the past.
Irecently came across asite called
"ReelRadio" (http://www.reelradio.com).
It's alibrary of some of the greatest
Radio ever produced. Any programmer
or consultant can arm himself/herself
with abattery of knowledge that can
have immediate and incredible impact
on programming. Simply let your mind
soak in the brilliance, and then put the
magic through the 1998 filter.
It's anew world of Radio out there,
but Iurge any serious programmer to absorb and try to understand the thinking
of the past and use it as avehicle to create brilliant Radio in today's environment.
Here are my personal picks of stations
and sounds you should check out from
the ReelRadio archives.
•KCBQ Early '
70s: The "Q" Format. This is what happens when great
West Coast drugs meet tired Top 40.
Brilliant " out there" thinking perfect-
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Do you hove

ly meshed with the realities of the era.
• WQAM
1963:
Over- the-Top Top- 40 ( and
40 shares). WQAM was one of those
magic stations. Five promotions at once.
Six jingles between songs.
•KHJ Mid '
60s: Rock Radio for
the Pepsi generation. As crisp as aBeach
Boys melody and as exciting as the California surf.
•WABC '
60s: One of the first
"thought out" stations. 14- song rotations, "scientific" use of jingles. Had a
cume of five million in 1968.
•Pams Series 18 or 27: If you're
under the age of 40, listen to these for
anew perspective on IDs. These ID's
"drove" stations.
•Alan Freed, early '
50s: This is
where it all started. This is pre- Elvis
Rock ' n' Roll Radio.
•Anything 1964: Rock was only
10 years old, and the way stations handled the Beatles and other bands from
that era should be alesson in how to
handle new releases — and how to
celebrate the music we play.
•WLUP 1979: This station went
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from atwo to aseven in 90 days. Why?
Among other things, it was one of the
first with agreat morning show (
Steve
Dahl), and it was the first station to
have personalities on in all dayparts.
•Any Station in the Market in
Which You Grew Up: Re- live the reason you got into Radio in the first place.
Re- discover your Radio roots.
I'm not suggesting that you copy
this Radio. I'm suggesting you learn
from it. Go through the exercise of
understanding the principals that
created America's love affair with
Radio. The PDs who are able to
translate the magic of the past into
1998 terms will be the ones who
drive us into the future. ai
Lee Abrams is President of
Lee Abrams Inc. He may be
reached at 972-931-0778
or by E-mail at
LeeSound@aol.com

our

Talk to us. We've been making multi-frequency
antennas and combiners for over 30 years.
High-power, close frequencies, challenging space
requirements? It doesn't matter, we can do it.
On the right is aportion of our balanced combiner
system serving ten Chicago stations from the John
Hancock Center.

'11

Shively Labs because ...
... it pays to be heard.
P.O.Box 389, Brkigton, ME 04009 USA Tel.: (207) 647-3327
FAX: (207) 647-8273 1-888-SHIVELY
E-mail: sales@shhrely.com Web: www.shlvely.com - An Employee-Owned Company -
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There are
14 things

The 46
Percent
Solution

you do wrong

Don't ignore
the " Night

in
Radio Commercials.

Shift"
by Steve Warren

A

sour industry looks
toward moving Radio
revenues beyond the
7- percent level, there's alot
that can be done on the
programming side to assist
the sales department.
Both sales and programming need to look at the fact that
we are a24-hour business in 24-- hour communities, with 24- hour signals ( in most
cases). OK, we know most of the listening is done between 6a.m. and 7p.m.
— but not all of it. Until we start using
all of the available commercial inventory and exercising all the programming options in a24- hour day, we are locking
ourselves out of revenue opportunities.
Take a good look at the " shift"
workers and their lifestyle patterns.
Their drive time may be at 11 p.m., their
grocery shopping might be done at 3
a.m. Police, fire fighters, hospital workers security guards, factory workers,
maintenance workers — they all have
life schedules that are upside-down from
the rest of us. But they are there. Take
agood look at how you are programming your nights and overnights. Are
you just "executing the format" with the
lowest- paid announcer, or are you tailoring it to specific listener needs like
you do during the day?
Take agood look at rebuilding those
dayparts with enteitainment and information that matters to the audience that's
there. Then, work with the sales team to
develop sales packages priced to be sold

RADIO INK — MARCH 30, 1998

RADIO POWER TOOLS
will help you
fix them!
to the night and overnight audience. Most
Radio stations are blessed with 24- hour
access to its listeners. Yet we only effectively use 13 of those hours ( about 54 percent of the broadcast day) as the source
of all current revenue. Until we can maximize the revenue potential of the other
11 hours we're on the air ( about 46 percent of the broadcast day), we've failed
at using our own resources to boost our
piece of the advertising pie.
Do alittle homework and research,
check out the largest night-time and
overnight employers, learn their traffic
patterns and demographics, then build
programming and advertising just for
them. So how much money is your night
programming raking in now? If newspapers published 46 percent blank pages
and television showed us ablank screen
46 percent of the time and direct mail sent
out 46 percent empty envelopes, then
we'd be on alevel playing field. As we eagerly seek to stretch beyond 7percent of
the ad revenue, shouldn't
we be using 100 percent
of our Radio station? à
Steve Warren can be reached
at 561-655-8775.

To subscribe, call 1-800.610-5771

RADIO POWER TOOLS
The only training program based
on consumer research.

Proven techniques to write radio
commercials listeners respond to.
Instructional CD and workbook.

Order yours now!
RADIO POWER TOOLS
(Ai

1-888- DO RADIO
or call for NAB '98
appointment.

RADIO
STORE
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We Are Family
Make Syndicated
Programming
Work Locally

T

Syndicated Talk Show Car Talk
http://www.cartalk.msn.com

TURKWE'S HOTTEST

MUSIC
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Capital Radio — Turkey
http://www.capitalradio.com.tr

WSYli Sunny 93.1
'The heat variety . 1the 70a, 001 and 90."

WSYE-FM Tupelo, MS
AC
http://www.wsyesunnyo3.com

Dan's Bar & OtiS
Oulu( Bounds
The Cheap Seats

"The Cape," WKPE-FM Orleans, MA
Alternative
http://www.rocluo47.com

"Alice," KALC-FM Denver, Modern
http://www.aliceio6.com

AC

by Rich Wood

eres no question that our industry
is seeing some of the most tumult
uous activity ever. This leaves managers and programmers with acouple of
options: become avictim or decide how
to make it all work. My sense of selfpreservation says Ineed to look at all my
stations' options and make acluster of stations make sense, from programming combinations and internal configurations to
how those structures affect my listeners
and advertisers.
More and more station clusters are
using syndicated programming to create individual stations that work toward
the goal of the cluster. Any good programmer knows there's no expendable
daypart in acompetitive market. Every
minute of the day contributes to the
overall numbers. In this case, no station is expendable when the loan check
has to be written to the bank.
As long as astation's programming offers exciting benefits to listeners, they don't
care where it comes from. The obvious success of syndicated programming speaks for
itself. The real key is how you use it. If you
bury it, it'll bury the daypart, because you've
chosen to ignore it as anecessary evil. The
same thing would happen to alocal personality who received that kind of neglect.
So make it your own. Good syndicated programming allows you to customize it so it fits the feel of your station.
Most syndicated personalities will record
localized liners and promos on afairly regular schedule. Use them throughout the
day in the same way you schedule promos
for your local personalities. If the station
doesn't welcome the syndicated programming, you can't expect listeners will.
Very few listeners are naive enough to
believe that some famous network personality is actually working in amarket of
25,000 people at ahalf- million dollars a
year. Localization of programming doesn't
mean trying to pull that kind of wool over

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

anyone's eyes. It does mean that the syndicated personality isn't relegated to the
position of the crazy aunt in the attic we
don't talk about. Many networks don't identify themselves ('This is the Amalgamated
Broadcasting System"), so it's easy to weave
the personalities throughout the day. Even
though they can't be at the opening of a
local store, there's nothing that says you
can't use them in the on-air promotion of
anything that's important to the station.
Good syndicated personalities have
alot riding on the success of their stations.
Where they're willing, take them up on
their offer to help customize promos, interact with local morning shows and promote the station as though they were
working directly for you. Ihave stations
that actually have included personalities
in billboard and TV campaigns. To them,
there's no separation between their network programming and their local.
Every hour you're on the air represents
aseries of opportunities either capitalized or wasted. Cross- promote. Recycle.
Associate every personality on the station with the station's call or slogan, regardless of where they originate.
The effects of consolidation won't be
felt fully for acouple of years or more. Some
operators will divest. It's tough running 400
stations. As it shakes out, there's likely to
be one constant in the mix: the need for syndicated programming to make whatever mix
survives, work. Make us family. We need
each other.à
Rich Wood is Director of the
WOR Radio Network. He may
be reached at 212-642-4533 or
by E-mail at
richwood@commspec.com
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SOUND BITES

DIVING IN

format. Pictured here are ( I- r) WCRB

Olympic swimming star

GM Bill Campbell, Superadio VP/Sales

Donna de Varona has

E.J. Gore (front), Superadic President

joined

John Garabedian ( rear) and WCRB PD

One- On- One

Sports with two weekly

Mario Mazza. 508-480-9000.Q

:90 commentaries centering on women's athletics. She also
has become a regular contributor to
the Jay Mariotti Show, 9:00 a.m. TREASURE TROVE

1 p.m. EST. 847-509-1661. Qi

The Antiques and Collectioles Show
with Rich DeRosa and Dennis Shep-

ALL CLASSICAL, ALL THE TIME

pard is live 11:00 a.m. — Noon EST,

WCRB Boston and Superadio an-

every Saturday. Listeners can call in

nounce anew 24- hour Classical music

for valuable information about their
junk- in-the- attic. The show is avail-

The 1998 Producer's Workshop is an international gathering of both radio and television
producers to discuss, network, and brainstorm practical ideas to create more powerful
broadcasts. Join the 1998 Producer's Workshop. Register today! Limited Enrollment,

able via satellite or th a Web at
http://www.orbit7.com. : all 407724-9154 for more information
about the show.

CREATING POWERFUL RADIO W ORKSHOPS &
GELLER MEDIA I
NTERNATIONAL PRESENT:

inir454fieëek ,s

Qj

CASEY RETURNS
Due to business agreements, Casey Kasem
had been unable to use

iDEA
EXCHA NG

has left Westwood to join Chancel-

W ORKSHOP

lor's AMFM Radio Networks. In the

Embracing new technology ( How the Internet can help,

the name American
Top 40. Kasem now

How to best use the Public Relations Machine

new agreement, American Top 40

Working with Challenging ( High Ego) Hosts

with Casey Kasem flies again on more

Facing the blank page

than 350 stations. Phone 972-239-

Learn effective tricks & techniques

6220 for more information.

integrating News & Talk
ixing the Show

MONEY TALK

ow to get them to do what you

The Money Game gets a new deal.
The pcpular financial Talk show with
host Dave Ramsey will be continuing under a new agreement with
GlobeCast. It will be distributed
Monday — Friday 2 p.m. — 5 p.m.
EST. Call 888-227-3223 for more
information.
SUMMER COUNTRY

411

"I fyou only
send your people
to one workshop
this year,
THIS IS
THE ONE!"
Alan Eisenson, PD
KXNT/Las Vegas

SERIES

(
and

make them think it is their idea)

EAKERS I
NCLUDE:
producers in News & Talk Radio

TURDAY, MAY 2, 1998
00 AM -4:30 PM
OST $195. USD .
ADISSON EMPIRE HOTEL
44 W. 63rd Street, NEW YORK Crry

United Stations de-

Workshop reservations & information:

buts Country Giants,

GELLER M EDIA I
NTERNATIONAL

amonthly three-hour

666 W. End Ave. Suite 11-M
New York, NY 10025 USA
Phone: 212-580-3385 Fax: 212-787-6279
Internet www.gellermedia.com

show available on
CD. Country Giants will spotlight top
Courtry artists, including George
Strait, Reba McEntire, and Brooks &

'Luncheon plus acopy of the new Powerful Radio Workbook
included for all participants.

Dunn. Alan Jackson wi Ibe featured

'Advance payment in US dollars requested with registration
Cost $ 195 before April 15. 1998. After April 15 registrano ,
cost is $225. Limited enrollment, register now.

on the July 4th weekend. Phone 212869-1111 for informa : ion. Ée
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SPECIAL REPORT

IRMO

Thesdro-dng-Trireat
of Pirate Radio
Arrgh, Matey! There be pirates running amuck! Not on the high seas, I
but up and down the Radio dial. Are
they athreat to the commerce of
commercial broadcasters, or are I
they just rebels with small trans- I
Imitters? Communications attorney I
1Michael Bader gives us some insight I
Iinto the legal perils of Pirate Radio. I
54 0>
IMII
BIM
Written by Michael H. Bader, Esq.
Illustration by Jason Robinson
Tu subscnbe, call
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The Difference is In
the Detail!
By John
Schad
President
Smarts
Broadcast
Systems
There are alot of digital systems
out there today, and picking the
right one for your operation is
sometimes atough decision.
The answers fall into two distinct areas. Financial considerations and operational. A well
designed digital system makes
your station sound better. It becomes more efficient, with a
corresponding reduction in costs
of operation. Secondly, look at
the details of the system. Does
it perform every task required at
the station? Explore this in
depth before you buy! If any feature is missing, the system may
not result in any cost savings.
The digital revolution should be
able to help on both counts.
At SMARTS Broadcast Systems, our philosophy has always
been related to your bottom line.
Our equipment not only improves your operation, it saves
you
a lot
of
money.
SMARTCASTER features are
all aimed at that goal by paying
attention to all the detail. We
recognize that both finances and
technology are important, and
have built our systems to please
management, engineering, and
most importantly, your listeners.
We also do the whole digital job
for you from billing accounting
and traffic to music selection to
full automated or live digital
audio. Call for ademonstration,
and visit our web site for more
information.
(800) 747-6278 Ext 700
www.smartsbroadcast.com

smnR7"

Elechsecast Systems
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.0 53 Special Report
Pirate Radio stations — usually lowpower unlicensed FM facilities — offer the
threat of technical trouble, economic harm
and regulatory chaos to the broadcast industry, the public and the FCC. So far,
the pirate craze has been somewhat limited, but what was once the object of asomewhat snickering disdain from licensed
station owners is now ominous: A federal
judge in California consistently refuses to
allow the FCC to crack down on apirate
station in Berkeley. So far, she's girded the
unlicensed station in First Amendment
armor. As aresult, the station continues
to sputter out its diet of "spirited" programs
on 88.1 MHz with 10 watts of power, while
legal proceedings drone on.
Outside of Berkeley, the FCC and
the Communications Act seem to have
been granted more respect. In Florida, for
instance, pirate stations successfully were
terminated because they blasted away at
the West Palm Beach and Miami airport
towers and blanked out vital human-safety services. The Berkeley case nonetheless seems to cloud the future of avital
feature of Radio licensing, and to threaten public safety not only for airport control towers but also for public reception
of legally licensed stations in many parts
of the nation.
In addition, the FCC has called for
public comment on aproposal to legal-

ize the pirates. The FCC asked for public views on aproposal to reserve one AM
and one FM channel for low- power stations serving "very localized and/or specialized broadcast service to the public."

NATIONAL THREAT
The threat can grow. The Berkeley
operator has gone nationwide by offering low-cost equipment ( for less than
$1,000) as well as ahow- to- do- it kit to
anyone ( visit the Website for specifics
if you're curious, http://www3.10pht.corrd
-hotrod/frb.txt). In his Internet postings
he rails against federal licensing and
urges total disregard for governmental
regulation, all in the aura of First Amendment rights.
"Sounds like anarchy," one old-line
broadcaster recently said. "Yeah, but this
guy has won all the legal rounds and is still
on the air," another commented. Both reactions are correct, and the question is how
the FCC — or some U.S. attorney — can
enforce the federal law, which clearly requires alicense for this kind of transmitter.
Licensed broadcasters and their representatives are doing what they can to
assist the government's legal efforts. In
court, however, it is mainly agovernmental effort, but the NAB has devoted
considerable resources to the matter. Perhaps there should be more direct participation by listeners. But there
56 I1>

QUICKREAD
A Pirate Radio stations — usually low- power unlicensed FM facilities — offer the
threat of technical trouble, economic harm and regulatory chaos to the broadcast
industry, the public and the FCC.
A Now, afederal judge in California consistently refuses to allow the FCC to crack
down on apirate station in Berkeley. So far, she's girded the unlicensed station in
First Amendment armor.
A From the start of Radio regulation, afederal license has been an imperative for a
station of any kind. The federal law seems clear enough, and the American public
has observed the law with due respect, except for ahandful of pirates here and
there, some even afloat offshore.
A No matter how brilliantly the government presents its case ... the Court in
California consistently rules for the pirate. The result is atotal standoff: The Court
will not enforce the Communications Act, and the government will not " legalize"
the pirate.
A The issue of legalizing pirates, not phrased in such acrass way but nonetheless
precisely that, is before the Commission.
A At the first hint of any interference from apirate Radio station, you should document the existence of the interference and locate actual listeners who would be
willing to memorialize the interference experience.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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HEAD ON, "THE BEST
TRAFFIC SYSTEM IN
THE BUSINESS."

Computer Concepts' VI (Visual Traffic)
is the best traffic system in radio: And
for good reason. Its Windows based

It's the most flexible, fully integrated
traffic system available today.

visual interface is easy to learn and

S
TOP and take amoment to

VT. offers multi station capabilities from

evaluate your current traffic system.

one location. Add to that pre-defined

With V.T.'s management oriented

management reports, station split functions

approach, you'll keep pace with our rapidly

for billing, A/R, commissions and more... you'll

changing industry whether you run one station

soon discover why VT makes it safe to play in traffic.

or several groups of stations.
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censes granted by federal authority ..."
That is how the law has read for 64
years. And if that is not clear enough, the
Communications Act further mandates that:
"No person shall use or operate any apparatus for the transmksion of communications or

does not appear to be anotable public interference or disruption issue in the Berkeley case.
It is helpful to review how the FCC
and the industry reached this point, and
how afederal judge could reach the initial determination that the pirate station
may have aconstitutional legal right to
operate an FM station without any license.

Commissioner's
Conundrum

LAW OF THE AIR
From the start of Radio regulation,
afederal license has been an imperative
for astation of any kind. The Radio Act
of 1927 was passed because of unlicensed
chaos on the Radio dial. Too many people did whatever they pleased, and interference was rampant. When the
Communications Act was passed in 1934,
the nation opted once again for afederally licensed "traffic cop" legal system to
regulate the spectrum. To this day, the
initial law remains unchanged:
The law flatly says that:
"It is the purpose of this Act, among other
things, to maintain the control of the United States
over all the channels of Radio transmission ;and
to provide for the use of such channels ... under li

RADIO FREE BERKELEY

On March 3, 1998, FCC
Chairman William Kennard
indicated to the NAB's
meeting of State
Broadcasters that there is
some merit to these unlicensed operations.
However, a week later he
took a far different position in USA TODAY and
commented on the dangers of unlicensed operations. source: Michael H. Bader
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signals by Radio ... except under ... alicense ..."
The federal law seems clear enough,
and the American public has observed the
law with due respect, except for ahandful of pirates here and there, some even
afloat offshore. Offenders and scofflaws
traditionally were summarily and successfully handled under the law — until
Stephen Paul Dunifer activated "Radio
Free Berkeley" in the hills east of San Francisco seven years ago.

At the outset, it is conceded that almost every transmitter ( but not all of
them) requires afederal license. To be
precise, there are some Radio devices that,
under federal law, may operate without
licenses, but not many. Those that are
legal without licenses are the low- power
instruments provided for in Part 15 of the
Rules and Regulations of the Commission. In Part 15, the FCC has countenanced "incidental radiators" that "may
be operated without an individual license."
For the most part, these are technical devices and have very little to do with Radio
broadcasting. There is one exception —
the carrier current system "that transmits
Radio frequency energy by conduction
over the electric power lines." There are
any number of other transmitting devices
that do not require licenses, notably CB
receivers that operate in the Personal
Radio Services band.
Without question, however, the
Radio broadcasting operation offered by
Dunifer is not comprehended by Part 15
of the Commission's Rules and Regulations. The Berkeley station uses 10 watts
on 88.1 MHz, and the FCC specifically
determined, by unchallenged scientific
means, that the operation, when it was
first challenged by federal agents, clearly exceeded the minimal allowance contained in Part 15 for unlicensed,
low- power devices.
The Dunifer operation of Radio Free
Berkeley is not aneighborhood device or
acollege campus carrier current equivalent. In fact, its 10-watt operation is equivalent to what is provided by numerous
licensed FM broadcast translator stations
throughout the country.
Technically speaking, the Dunifer
operation that was first challenged by
the Commission had ameasured- field
strength of 630 uV/m at 700 meters.
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FCC CRACK- DOWN
On April 25, i993, an FCC Field Office representative determined that the
Dunifer operation was radiating on 88.1
MHz in ahighly populated area in Berkeley. This same type of operation was detected on May 2, 1993. The location was
determined with precision, and an effort
was made to inspect the premises.
At first, Dunifer refused to
allow inspection and claimed
ignorance of any Radio station. That did not fly.
The FCC moved in
accordance with its prescribed procedures to
silence the Dunifer station. On June 1, 1993,
the San Francisco Field
Office issued aNotice ofApparent Liability to Dunifer. After
evaluating his response, the San Francisco Field Office issued aNotice of Forfeiture, and Dunifer then sought review by
the full Commission in Washington, DC.
Early on, Dunifer directly challenged
the federal statute that requires alicense
for this type of operation. He resisted the
fine and challenged the FCC licensing
scheme on constitutional grounds. But
the FCC rejected that, pointing out
among other things that the requirements
for licenses "are not content- based" and
they promote the public i
iterest concerns
of the United States, so the First Amendment challenge had to fail.
The FCC also pointed out when it
disposed of the Dunifer challenge some
two years after he was first uncovered,
that it has made efforts over the years to
accommodate the asserted interests represented by Dunifer. The Commission
pointed out that it has created the FM
translator service, authorized improvements of power levels for the FM service
and repeatedly has considered the idea
that low- power FM stations should be allowed to operate to promote program diversity. Such allowance has been rejected
by the Commission.
The Commission stated its fundamental thesis to be this:
"It is necessary ta distinguish between the
services provided by low-cost translators and
FM broadcast stations due to our preference to
provide service through more efficient Radio
broadcast stations."
That was the Commission's deci-
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sion after exhaustive proceedings,
which examined the question of
whether low- power FM devices should
be allowed to function for purposes
other than repeating the signals of regularly licensed stations. The Commission has repeatedly rejected that idea.
When the Commission considered
the Dunifer operation, it pointed out that
a10-watt station with a100-meter
antenna has aservice radius
of 5.9 km and aservice
area of 109 square kilometers. Protecting such
a hypothetical lowpower station from in
terference
by
a
co-channel Class A FM
station would limit the
latter to aseparation of 92.6
kilometers. The FCC rejected
any such limitation.
Dunifer also tried to argue that the
Canadian licensing scheme allows afew
unlicensed low- power stations. The
Commission rejected that on clearly
defined grounds — Canada has very
few FM stations, an example being the
eight that operate on 92.1 MHz ;

whereas there are 139 U.S. stations on
92.1 MHz. Canada can handle the unlicensed stations.
Dunifer also argued that certain
international treaties dealing with human
rights require that his station operate. The
FCC's answer was simple — get alicense
and you can operate all you want.
The FCC imposed a $ 10,000 fine (reduced from the original amount of
$20,000), and Dunifer thumbed his nose
at the federal regulation. He went to Federal District Court in the San Francisco
Bay area.

GETTING AWAY WITH IT
The Berkeley Lase, pending in the U.S.
District Court in California, has dragged
on for years. More than three years ago
the Court said that it "does not find a
probability that plaintiff ( the FCC) will
succeed on the merits." That astounding
tentative conclusion led to the imposition of the stay against the FCC "to allow
the FCC to address the constitutional
issues in the appropriate forum." The government then filed, but the Court, after
a15- month delay, ruled against it.
In the fall of 1997, the
58
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same court denied the FCC and Justice
Department request for aregular injunction, and again the Court's basis
was this constitutional issue.
No matter how brilliantly the government presents its case that the Constitution is not involved, that the First
Amendment is irrelevant, and that astatutory mandate is what is at issue, the Court
in California consistently rules for the pirate. The result is atotal standoff: The
Court will not enforce the Communications Act, and the government will not
"legalize" the pirate.

AMNESTY AND LICENSES
The issue of legalizing pirates, not
phrased in such acrass way but nonetheless precisely that, is before the Commission. First, the California judge has in
the subtlest possible way ( by not acting)
encouraged the FCC to do something
about unlicensed low- power FM broadcast stations. Second, aproposal to license and legalize these stations was
submitted to the Commission in July
1997, and is pending now. Third, the FCC
has called for public comment on the mat-

ter. Incidentally, the FCC says on its Website (www.fcc.gov) that it receives 13,000
or more requests for information on operating low- power broadcast stations.
And, quite significantly, if one turns back
the pages of history, that's precisely what
happened in television.

DEJA VIEW
The pirate Radio controversy of the
1990s evokes achilling memory: the pi-

rate television hassle of the 1950s.
In the early 1950s, with cable becoming aforce for the first time in five
or six years, entrepreneurs in some small
communities, particularly in Washington
State, initiated wholly illegal, unlicensed
television translator operations. Their arguments were quite similar to those being
made in Berkeley: People can't receive
off- air television ;others who can receive
television via expensive cable are disadvantaged ;people need alocal voice ;people are entitled to service and so on.
The FCC's reaction was precisely
what it has been in the Berkeley and other
current cases — confiscate the equipment,
issue fines, get tough. In the so-called
Bridgeport case, the Commission ended up

PRAYER
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in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, and to everyone's surprise, the Court opted for astrong
nudge to the Commission to find away
to legalize the operations rather than to
turn them off. The Bridgeport television
controversy involved an unlicensed television booster in ahamlet nestled in a
river gorge in the middle of nowhere, not
in an urbanized Berkeley environment.
The Bridgeport TV operation did not
cause interference, but the Court found
that it "could" do so. The Court acknowledged that the operation of the station without alicense is aviolation of the
Communications Act. The Court nevertheless went on to make three remarkable
conclusions of law:
•First, while the FCC may issue a
cease- and- desist order, it is not required to
do so. It has discretion not to issue one.
•Second, the pirate TV station could
operate without causing interference, so
the FCC should proceed to find away to
license such stations.
•Three, most ominously, the FCC
could have issued aspecial temporary authorization, pending completion of a "legalization" rule- making proceeding.
The FCC caved in and followed the
Court's mandate to the letter.
In 1958, the frustrated Commission
adopted aReport and Order, which once
again denied requests that unlicensed lowpower devices be permitted in the VHF
television band. By this time, service to
small communities in the UHF band had
been approved. At the same time, the
wholesale operation of illegal and unlicensed VHF boosters and translators received agrudging acknowledgment in a
form of legalization.
The Commission stated that "it is not
disposed to take such hasty action as to
preclude an orderly transition to licensed
operation," and it decided that it would
not take any steps to compel the VHF
boosters to cease operation. Instead, it
gave them 90 days to ' fess up, and it
looked toward what ultimately became
the legalization of both UHF and VHF
translators, but only on alicensed basis.

THE QUESTION REMAINS
Naturally, the question arises as to
whether the same thing will happen with
pirate FM stations. The court in California seems to be waiting for some sort of
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initiative by the FCC. While there is no
public outcry similar to the one of the
1950s for television service in remote
areas, enough people are making
constitutional and other arguments in
favor of the initiation of such licensed service, and the court continues to wield a
strong weapon against any action by the
Commission to avoid the issue of licensing the operations.
The California court does not have
much support elsewhere. A U.S. District
judge in Minnesota has found no basis
to the constitutional claims asserted in
that state by operators similar to the Berkeley pirate. The issue is now befo ethe 8th
Circuit Court of Appeals, and that is certainly many jumps ahead, in the legal
sense, of where the issue stands in the California court. There is really nothing to
appeal in California, and the parties must
just wait for the Court in the Berkeley case

Tampa Bay
1
Operator Guilty
In late Feb. 1998, ajury
found Lutz, FL, resident
Arthur Kobres guilty of 14
criminal counts of operating
an unlicensed Radio station.
Kobres faces prison and
fines for operating Lutz
Community Radio, which
broadcast anti-government
programming out of his
home. Each count represents
aspecific day that FCC
agents detected transmissions coming from his home.
Lowell Becraft, Kobres'
attorney, said that the case
may be the first time an
unlicensed Radio operator
has been prosecuted Dn
criminal charges. Becraft
will appeal the case on the
grounds that Congress
overstepped its bounds
when it allowed the FCC to
regulate Radio stations
that don't transmit signals
across state lines. sou ce: The
Tampa Tribune, Feb. 26, 1998.
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to consider the most recent mounds of filings on the constitutional and other issues
raised by the Berkeley pirate.
It is quite evident that the situation
is far from clear, and that the FCC's paramount authority, established in the Communications Act, to license Radio stations
and to terminate unlicensed operations is
on the line. The Radio industry must regard the matter as quite serious, and in
many quarters it is so regarded.
The NAB has been very affirmative
in taking the lead in the matter. The
FCC is moving as rapidly as it can. The
Department of Justice is involved on
the side of broadcasters and the FCC ;
and if the matter ever can get out of
the hands of the District Court judge
in California and before an appeals
court, the traditional concept of upholding the licensing authority and
the ability of the government to
shut off unlicensed operations is
likely to be affirmed.
Nevertheless, the threat of creating anew service of low- power
FM stations that would include
the type of operation being run
in Berkeley is with us.

BLOW 'EM OUT OF THE WATER
What can the broadcaster do?
1. The first and most powerful action you should consider is to report
immediately to the FCC, as well as to
the NAB, the initiation of any such
operation.
2. The second most important
course of action is to document actual
cases of interference. My experience
in communications law and in station
ownership has led to the conclusion
that interference is soon forgotten or
ignored by the public because the listener's reaction usually is to turn to another station. Thus, the existence of
the interference may not be known.
At the first hint of any interference from apirate Radio station,
you should document, by location,
frequency, date, time and program
content of the pirate, the existence of the interference, and locate actual listeners who would
be willing to memorialize the interference experience. There
would then be apermanent record
of actual harm caused by the pirate
operation. One can
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imagine that in the Berkeley area there
are only afew frustrated listeners who
are subjected to interference, because
for the most part, where it exists, it is
almost acertainty that the victim has
turned to another station long ago and
could care less about the pirate.
3. Third, the PR implications of
pirate Radio have to be understood and
counter( L1 Ther
ni
o be an effort

Pirates on the Web 1
Visit the Free Racio
Network at http://www.frn.net/
to find out more about a
variety of pirate topics.
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to clothe the pirate in Robin Hood costume, to make the licensed station the
target rather than the illegal operator,
and otherwise to build up abody of
public opinion in favor of, or at least
in sympathy with, the pirate Radio operator.
USA TODAY carried just such a
piece on Feb. 18, 1998, headlined "As
Local Radio Stations Die, Pirates are
Good Guys." This pitch is frequently
best countered by an examination of
what is being offered. Reading the press
accounts of various pirate operations
that have been detected around the
country, it seems quite common for
there to be not just the usual on- air
menu of revolutionary talk, but more
than an abundance of scatological, profane, indecent and otherwise objectionable content. A record of such type
of operation, possibly including off- air
recordings, would go along way to respond to any claim of outstanding public service advanced by apirate.

ON THE HORIZON
Is the licensed Radio industry going

to encounter asimilar fate to that of television? How can it be avoided?
Something similar to the pirate TV
denouement of the 1950s may occur in
FM, and the only way to avoid acatastrophe, aspectrum anarchy, is to prove
the existence of interference from pirate Radio. That would at least block
the licensing of aparticularly offensive
pirate station.
But what about amiddle-of- nowhere
applicant? What about apirate in an
Alaskan wilderness town or elsewhere that
available FM frequencies abound and interference will not be detected?
When and if the court acts or the
FCC takes some action, the licensed
Radio station owner had better act
decisively to counter the threat.
After all, piracy is and always has
been illegal. à
Michael H. Bader, Esq., is
Senior Partner of the law firm
of Haley Bader & Potts PLC.
He may be reached at 703841-0606 or by E-mail at
mbaderehaleybp.com
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EVENTS CALENDAR/
APRIL

JULY

Apr. 3 — Deadline for The Conclave scholarship entries
if 612-927-4487 (contact: Tom Kay)

July 3-4 — WBU's EBU General Assembly, Slovenia
if 416-598 -9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)

Apr. 3-6 — Broadcast Education Association (BEA) 43rd Annual
Convention, Las Vegas
if 202 -429 -5354

July 6 — WBU's 19th InterUnion Secretary Generals Meeting, Slovenia
IT 418 -598 -9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)

Apr. 4 — Broadcasters' Foundation (BF) Charity Golf Tournament,
Las Vegas
if 203-862-8577
Apr. 5-9 — NAI3's Annual Convention, Las Vegas (Exhibits April 6-9)
if 202-775-3527
Apr. 5 — NAB/BEA Career Fair, Las Vegas
if 202-429-5498 (contact: Karen Hunter)

July 29-Aug. 2 — '98 Women in Communications Conference,
Philadelphia
IT 410-544-7442

203-862-8577

BF Golden Mike Award Dinner, New York
203-862-8577

21 -

Apr. 27 — American Women in Radio & TV's (AWRT) Gracie Allen
Awards, Lincoln Center, NY
if 703-506-3290 (contact: Mary McBride)
April 27-29 — World Broadcasting Unions (WBU), ISOG Conference,
Washington, D.C.
12 416- 598- 9877 (
contact: Bill Roberts)
Apr. 28 — International Radio and Television Society Foundation
(IRTSF) Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
if 212-867-6650
April 28May 2 — WBU AB General Assembly, Costa Rica
if 416 -598 -9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)

. Tourth Annual Geller Media International Producer's
Workshop, New York if 212-580-3385
May 5 — Women in Cable and Telecommunications (WICT) 17th Annual
Accolades Breakfast, Atlanta, GA
if 312-634-2330 (contact: Christine Bollettino)
May 5 — NAB New Board Member Orientation Meeting, Washington, D.C.
if 202-775-3527
May 6 — NAB Executive Committee Meeting, Washington, D.C.
if 202-775-3527
May 6-8 — Radio-Only Management Conference, Scottsdale, AZ
if 609 -424 -6800

Aug. 6-8 — Moming Show Boo! Camp, Atlanta
if 770-926-7573
Aug. 19-21 — Michigan Associatbn of Broadcasters (MAB) Annual
Conference, Belleaire, MI
if 517 484 7444

SEPTEMBER
Sept. to-12 — AWRT Annual Convention, Washington, D.C.
if 703-506-3290
Sept. 11-15 — 1998 International Broadcasting Convention, Amsterdam
if .044-71-24o-3839
Sept. is — IRTSF Newsmaker Luncneon, New York
if 212-867-6650
Sept. 23-25 — Broadcast Technology Society (IEEE) 48th Annual
Broadcast Symposium, Washingtor, D.C.
if 703591-ono
Sept. 23-26 — Radio-Television News Directors Association (RINDA).
International Conference and Exhibition. San Antonio, TX
if 202-659-6510

OCTOBER
Oct. 7-11 — Association of National Advertisers, Inc., Annual
Conference, Naples, FL if 212-697-5950

May 27-29 — WBU Sixth International Broadcast News Workshop,
Toronto
if 416 -598 -9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)

Oct. n— Radio Hall of Fame Induction Radio Broadcast, Chicago
if 312-629-6°08 (contact: Tom La Porte)

Mar 27-29 — North American National Broadcasters Association
(NANBA) Sixth International Broadcast News Workshop, Toronto
if 416-598-9877

JUNE
lune 4 — Radio Creative Fund (RCF) 1998 Radio Mercury Awards,
New York if 212-681-7207
lure 7-9 — Consumer Electronic Manufacturers Association
(CE.WA/CES), Habitech '98 — The Home Systems Trade and
Training Show, Atlanta, GA
if 703 -907 -7600
June 8-12 — SBE Leader-Skills Seminar, Indianapolis, IN
if 317-253-1640
June 10-13 — Radio Montreux 1998 International Radio
Symposium/Technical Exhibition, Montreux, Switzerland
if 0.41 2103 32 20
June 11-13 — R&R Convention '98, Century City, CA
if 212-973-9336
June 15.21 - International Country Music Fan Fair, Nashville
if 615-244-2840
June o6 — IRTSF Gold Medal Award Dinner, New York, NY
it 212-867-6650
June 17-2o — PROMAX Convention, Toronto
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AUGUST

May 19 — IRTSF Foundation Awards Luncheon, New York
if 212-867.6650

May 31-June 2 — NANBA-EBU Radio Conference, Toronto
if 416-598-9877

enomb ) x

July 29-Aug. 3 — National Association of Black Journalists (NABI)
National Convention '98, Washington, D.C.
if 301-05-8500

May 17-20 — Broadcast Cable Financial Management's (BCFM) 38th
Annual Conference, New Orleans
if 847-296-moo (contact: Mary Teisted

May 30-31 — 1998 Public Radio Conference and Exposition (PRC),
San Francisco
if 703-312-9171 (contad: Carter Strickland)

r

20.23 - WICT 17th Annual Management Conference,
Washington, D.C.
if 312-634-2330 (contact: Christine Bollettino)

Sept. 9-11 — WILT
uuve Development Seminar, Denver, CO
if 312-634-2330 (contact: Cnristine Bollettino)

MAY

561-622-4708 FAX

July 18-21 — NAB Executive Development Program for Radio
Broadcasters, Washington. DC
if 202-429-535o (contact: Ann Marie Cumming)

Apr. 8 — BF Pioneers Breakfast, Las Vegas if

Apr. 22 — 33rd Annual Academy of Country Music Awards, Los Angeles
if 213-462-2351

561-622-0058

July 16-19 — 23rd Annual Conclave. Minneapolis
if 612-927-4487

July

if

ris Maduri
',WOK
leveland, OH

July 15-17 — Sixth Annual New Business Development Conference,
Seattle, WA
if 425 -747 -0647

Apr. 5 — Society of Broadcast Engineers, Inc. (SBE), Board of
Directors Meeting, Las Vegas
if 317-253-1640
Apr.

"We were
oking for a
ew presence
ï ur
on the street.
We saw your
per Prize
achine and
ew then and
re we had
have it!"

If you would like an upcoming event included in our
Events Calendar please contact Amy Morrell at 56 655-8778, fax: 56 f-655-6134 or by Emari at
amymorrell@radioink.com

a

310-788-7600

June 19-21 — CES Mobile Electronics '98 (FUSE '98), Atlantic City, NI
if 703-907-7600

Oct. 14-17 — 1998 NAB Radio Show, Seattle, WA
if 202 775.3527
Society of Professional !oumalists, Sigma Delta Chi
(SPI), National Convention, Los Argeles
if 317-653 -3333

Oct. 22-24 -

Oct. 26 — Harris Corporation (HC) Richmond Expo, Richmond, IN
if 765-962-0671
Oct. 27 — John Bayliss Broadcast Fourdation DEIBF) 13th Annual
Bayliss Media Roast, New York
if 408-624-1536, ext. 240
Oct. 27 — !BTU Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
if 212-867-6650
Oct. 29Nov. ?— WBU's Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union General
Assembly, Location TBA
if 416-598-9
8 77 (contact: Bill Robers)

NOVEMBER
Nov. 1-3 — Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB),
Broadcasting '913. Vancouver, B.C.
if 613-233-4035
Nov. 7-10 — RAB Board of Directors Meeting, Rye, NY
if 214-753-6740
Nov. 11-15 — Mational Association of Farm Broadcasters (NAFB).
Annual Convention, Kansas City, MO
if 612-224-0508
Nov. 24 - IRTSF Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
is 212-867-6650

ARBITRON DATES
•Winter 1998: Jan. 8 April

June 24-27 — National Association of Hispanic Journalists (NAHD
t6tn Annual Convention, Miami, FL if 202-662-7145

•Spring 1998: April 2 - June 24

tune 27-30 — NAB 1998 Board of Directors Meeting, Arlington, VA

• Fall 1998: Sept.

if 202-775-3527

To subscribe, coil 1-800410-5771

• Summer

1998: July

2 - Sept. 23

24 -

Dec. 16
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NEED NEW PLAYERS?
Place your ad in Radio Ink Classifieds!

CALL SHANE TANNER
@ 800-610-5771
OR FILL OUT AND FAX THIS FORM"'

NAME OF COMPANY

,
N1-.
1C7

Andih e
DT
'erence,30,3
_he

PlItSf,N

I' FJUNI NUNIKI

FAX

POSMON WANTEJ

CONTENT / TEXT OF CLASSIPED AD.

rac ere

Anna Concepts Is The
FM E
Co

PAYMENT ENCLOSED (
U.S. FUNDS PAYABLE TO: STREAMLINE PUBLISHING)
CHARGE MY: DVISA DMC DAMEX
CARD

New Standard For
onmatal Safety,
ed With Unmatched
Signal Density.

ACIILCustomer Support
Team Proves The
"Good Old Days" Are More
Than A Distant Memory.

EXP DATE
NAME
SIGNATURE _
PHONE

MAIL YOUR PAYMENT TO STREAMLINE PRESS:
224 DATURA STREET, SUITE 718
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401

RATES:

*CLASSIFIED LISTINGS: (NONDISPLAY) PER ISSUE $2PER WORD
•SITUATIONS WANTED: $ 1.50 PER WORD
•BLIND BOX: $15 PER ISSUE
*DISPLAY: $ 150 PER INCH ( MINIMUM IINCH,
UPWARD IN HALF- INCH INCREMENTS)

ATI"N: SHANE TANNER
SENDER:

561-655-6164

FAX TO RADIO INK CLASSIFIEDS

RADIO INK — MARCH 30, 1998

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

See ACI for CQIT at
NAB98 April 6-9, 1998
LVCC Booth 6960
Visit our web site
www.antennaconcepts.com to
play the digital game.
It's areal Duesy!
C enter Classic 11000011
Q enter Quality 110011000
Ienter Innovativel 1001001
Tenter Technology 11100011
ANTENNA CONCEPTS I
NC.
M1601( Men lunelow Way • Marna Spnngt. CA 9.19
153016/1 ,2015 • 1.,•• 15.632•127.
env., laIngleamennaeon eyn cum • yew* anennroncepts coon
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CLASSIFIEDS

800-610-5771

11 EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

• CAPSTAR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Are you happy where you are? At SUNBURST
MEDIA, we are passionate about radio. If you
are, too, and are looking for agroup to grow
to your next level, are committed to growing
the pie for radio, and have made the decision to find the right company, call today!
The best compensation, training, benefits and
radio spirit are here. Call Donna Baker, GM,
Springfield, MO at 417-890-5555.

ONCE- IN- A- LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY! CAPSTAR
BROADCASTING PARTNERS is seeking quali-

DO YOU LOVE NTR AND NBD SELLING? Wanna
go to the next level? National NTR company is seeking experienced NTR executive to
call on radio stations selling self-liquidating
products which boost Non-traditional Revenue. Immediate opening! Blind Box # 5 @
Radio Ink.
The Cromwell Radio Group has immediate openings for Market Manager positions in Peoria and
Decatur, Illinois. Unique opportunity to operate
multiple stations! Must be sales-driven with Illinois affinity. FAX 615-366-4313. 1824 Murfreesboro Rd., Nashville, TN 37217. EOE.

R

adio Disney is now accepting applications
for its Seattle station for the following positions:
General Manager, Business/Traffic Manager,
Production Director, Promotions Director,
Administrative Asst. and Account Executives.
Radio Disney is seeking highly motivated and
qualified individuals with 3-5 years radio
experience. All applicants should send their
resume to:
Buz Powers
Radio Disney
13725 Montfort Drive, Dallas, TX 75240
FAX: 972/776 -ï6 ,
46

OA« RADIO eirmancs
101 ‘1./F,1

PROGRAM DIRECTORS. Got something to beef
about? Call Steve Warren at Radio Ink, and
we'll get you on one of our future PD Forums.
80o- 610-5771.
TAPSCAN, INC Industry leader in media ad sales
software seeks Birmingham, AL- based software
Trainer with 1+ years in radio industry. Knowledge of TAPSCAN products strongly preferred.
6o-75% travel, training
program, advancement
opportunities,
great
benefits. FAX resume
to: Phyllis Neill, 205733-6268 or call 205987-7456.
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fied applicants to fill two corporate Regional
Human Resource Manager positions for its
Southern Star region, based in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, and its GulfStar region, based in
Austin, TX. These managers will be responsible for over 15 markets each. Must have at
least two years' HR experience with an emphasis on benefits administration. Must be
very detail- oriented, organized, multi- tasked,
and able to travel. These positions require
advanced interpersonal and written communication skills in effectively presenting to
large groups and counseling management
on HR issues. FAX resumes to 512-340-7890
for immediate consideration. Capstar is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
CAPSTAR BROADCASTING is seeking an experienced professional to serve as the principal corporate coordinator of equal employment
opportunity and diversity issues for the company's radio broadcasting stations. Qualifications: College degree; experience managing EEO
programs and a working knowledge of other
Human Resources programs; excellent communication, interpersonal, presentation and analytical skills; demonstrated ability in using
spreadsheets, word processing and database
software; and the ability to work independently. Previous experience in the communications
or broadcasting fields or in a business subject
to governmental EEO or affirmative action requirements aplus. Send resume and references
to Capstar Broadcasting Partners, Inc., 600 Congress Ave., Ste. 1400. Austin, TX 78701. Attn:
EEO Opportunity.

II SALES MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNT EXECS: The country's fastest- growing
market is building all-star teams! Looking for
performers with agreat attitude, track record
and the ability to make things happen. American Radio Systems in Las Vegas has immediate openings for our Talk and Sports
stations. Entry to Senior- Level Positions. FAX
resume to: 7o2-889-7337. Or Call: Jackie
Landry at 702-889-735o. EOE.
Legendary companies are built by legendary
people. Work for a progressive broadcaster
where opportunity is fueled by growth and
people are our most important asset. Citadel
Communications is hiring sales professionals coast to coast. Sales Management available in Oregon, Washington, Colorado and
Pennsylvania. FAX / send resume & cover letter to: Gerry Schlegel, Citadel Communications, RO. Box 3113, Tempe, AZ 85280. FAX
6o2-731-5229.
SALES WIZARDS! Got any HOT TIPS for RADIO
INK to pass along? Call us and we'll tell you how
to get your "tip" on our " hot" list. 80o-610-5771.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

Local Sales Managers. Locally owned expanding group seeks LSMs. Ability to hire, train
and lead a successful team a must. We are
an aggressive, performance- oriented firm dedicated to setting and achieving high standards.
If you thrive on challenge, are committed to
hard work and want to be paid on performance,
send your resume to Eure Communications,
1140 Rose Hill Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22903
or FAX 804-977-0747. EOE.
Senior Management Executive with at least 3
previous years of sales and management experience, with multiple radio stations in amidsize to large market. A Bachelor's Degree in
marketing, business or related field preferred.
Resumes should be submitted to: Human Resource Dept., WROU/WRNB-FM, 211 S. Main
St., Ste. 1200, Dayton, OH 45402-2411. EOE.
WNYG of Long Island seeks highly motivated
and productive individuals to serve as SALES
ASSOCIATES. Send cover letter and resume to:
Isaac Perez, Pres., WNYG, 404 Route 109, West
Babylon, Long Island, NY 11704 or FAX to 516587-5400. Equal Opportunity Employer.
Experienced Sales Person for Radio — and/or
TV — WSLM-AM/FM; WHAN-TV-17 Salem, IN,
has immediate opening for experienced salesperson. For details, cad Don Martin, 812-8835750, day or night.
W¡DA AM and WESX AM are looking for the
best Advertising Salesperson in the market!
You'll call on advertisers north and south of
Boston. You'll be responsible for prospecting,
calling on, and managing marketing programs
for clients, earn excellent wages, profit sharing, 401(k), performance bonuses, health care,
extensive training, paid holidays and vacations. Mail resumes to: V.P. Sales, RO. Box
130, Quincy, MA 02269. EOE.
JACOR of San Diego is offering an outstanding opportunity if you have sold both spot
and sports sponsorships. If you're experienced
in package selling and sports marketing campaigns, and would like to work at XTRA
SPORTS 690, please call Peter Moore or Tim
Turner at 619-291-9191. E.O.E
SALES MANAGER. Fast-growing and expanding
FM oldies station in Fredricksburg, VA, is looking for proven sales performers to cultivate local
and national sales accounts while directing and
training quality sales team. Salary+, commissions,
bonuses 8i benefits. Send resume to WGRQ 4410BLafayette Blvd., Fredricksburg, VA 22408. EOE.
LSM. New Hampshire Oldies WQLL needs local
sales manager, minimum 3years' sales experience. FAX resume to Ray at 603-669-4641. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

• SITUATIONS WANTED
INCREASE LOCAL DIRECT DOLLARS. Results guaranteed. Clear Channel Teaching, 800-950-7673.
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too
short.

CLASSIFIEDS

Life is

Major Opportunity For South Floridi
Radio/Entertainment/Print

Maybe The Job You're In Now Isn't The Right Job
For You...But This One Could Be!

Enjoy both your
work and your life.

Looking For Salespeople With These Qualities:
I. Fearless asking for large budget programs.
2. Convincing
3. A track record showing that you consistently out- produce others
with whom you work ( references).
4. Relentless to do what dt takes.
5. Follow-up on projects. can delegate, have sense of urgency.
6. Strong commitment and desire.
7. Able to set astrong upfront contract to find out budget needs of the
client and decision process.
8. Good phone skills.
9. Must have prior earnings of at least $ 30,000.
10.You should have experience with retail business-direct selling.
11 .You must have strong closing skills, be willing to prospect, work well
without supervision, work well under close supervision, be comfortable in ateam- selling environment.
12. Highly money-mothated.
13. Be good at building relationships.
14. Have keen listening skills.
15. Must have Mike Wallace questioning skills.
I6.Assertive, not aggressive, personality.
17.Willing to discuss noney with clients up front.
18. Closing is apriority.
19.VVilling to be open-minded for new ideas and discuss new ideas with
management.
20.Willing to work w th aretention program.
21. Dumb like Columbo!
Call or fax to set up an appointment!
WRMF/VVRLX-FM AC STATION:

Sharon Kitroser

WXFG THE FROG COUNTRY .

Mark Ferri

WJNO-AM NEWS/TALK

Bob Smith

Main telephone: 561-616-6666 Main fax: 561-616-6677
Call only between 3pm-Spm Eastern time.
Appointments needed by April 15, 1998. EOE.

FAIRBAN SCOMMUNICATIONS, INC.
3071 C ntinental Drive,West Palm Beach, Fl 33407

o wady

NEWS TALK SPORTS

AM 1040

RADIO INK — MARCH 30, 1998

97.9 FM

ee092,,. ft.sffe
To subscoloe, call 1-800-610-5771

Radio Ink is the place to use
your talents and skills to the
fullest while living in a beautiful, friendly, safe and sunny
community in the Palm Beaches of Florida. We provide an excellent opportunity for Radio
people looking for achange, but
who still want to be involved in
Radio. Positions include:
•Radio Editors • Salespeople
•Reporters • Management
•Writers
Call John Montani today
at 561-655-8778 or fax
resume to 561-655-6930.
LIFE IS TOO SHORT NOT TO!
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CLASSIFIEDS
SM GRADUATE FROM CSB, io years' experience, willing to travel for on- air position or

WRITERS' PHOTOS NEEDED. If you are, ever were

other. Jay Bea, 516-588-7078.

Ink, please make sure we have the most current color photo of you. Send them to Steve

VETERAN SMALL-MARKET NEWSMAN-ANNOUNCER

Warren, Radio Editor, at Radio Ink, 224 Datura

fits your station. Dynamic voice and exceptional writing talent. zo years' experience.
Call Brian at 619-428-6874. Available lune'98.

Street, Suite 701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401.

II FM CP AND LICENSES WANTED!

PAY ATTENTION TO THIS ONE!

Interested in purchasing unbuilt FM CP and

are — or anticipate becoming — casualties

licenses that have been granted silence authority. Call 314 727 8900.

of consolidation, keep reading. NASDAQ- traded firm seeks sales skills of current and for-

or ever want to be acontributing writer to Radio

• BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
If you or any of your former SALES colleagues

mer radio account executives in virtually every

• BOOKS

U.S. radio market. Three years' sales experience with direct/retail accounts mandatory.

RADIO: THE BOOK by Steve Warren. Programming and Idea Book for PDs and Opns/Mgrs.
200 pages $40. MC, Visa, Amex. 800-827-1722

• CONTRIBUTERS WANTED
BLAST FROM THE PAST. Do you have an old
RADIO photograph that you'd like to share
with Radio Ink's readers? Please send to Amy
Morrell, Managing Editor, at Radio Ink, 224
Datura Street, Suite 701, West Palm Beach,
FL 33401. Or call 561-655-8778 if you have
any questions. ( We will send pictures back
to you if they are irreplaceable!)

Continued relationships with former advertising clients a must. Ability to conduct first
class presentations to individuals and groups
is also essential. This position keeps you in
the communications business but does not
involve the sale of : 3os and : 6os. If you or
anyone you know meet these criteria, FAX
your credentials to: 205- 97o- 0080. EOE.

▪ REVENUE SERVICES
Indy Station nets 12K monthly with new callin service for time, temp & weather. The
WeatherFone. 80o- 813-n65.

FRUSTRATED WITH
YOUR STATION '
S
PERFORMANCE ?
We offer
One Client
One Project
One Success at a Time
No long-term
consulting fees

USA
media

United States Interactive Media offers
short-term hands-on management during
transition and change.
Proven track record and confidentiality
guaranteed!
• Sales
• Programming
• Management
Setting confiderrial appointments for
NAB 98 Las Vegas NOW!
Compensation is based on meeting
goals and maximizing your property's
performance.
"Making succe ssful broadcasters
successful sooner."

888-USI-6240

YELLOW INK
CAPS — SHIRTS —
BANDANNAS — TOWELS

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

!nexpensive Prizes That Work! English, Ethnic, Rock, EZ, Classical.
Free help with the art. We ship
direct to your prize
winners. Promotion Factory, Monroe, NC 80o- 277-003i. Gorgeous
screen printing and embroidering.

Golf is Hot!

$ Profit From It! $

C
HIP-OFF (Mum "
On-Location" Golf Entertainment"'
Generate non-traditional revenue...events,
remotes, fund-raisers. 10 minute set-up.

www.chipoff.com/golf/
Call Now! 1-888- 656-CHIP

Inflate Your Image' with an

INFLADABLE IMAGE'

Attract attention to your station events with
acustomized giant inflatable. Perfect for your next
BIG promotion! Blow up your mascot or create
your own shape and event.
CONTACT: Lenny Freed

(330) 273-3200 ext 137
Fax: 330-273-3212
INFLATABLE IMAGES '
2880 Interstate Parkway. Brunswick, Ohio 44212
ADivision of Scherba Industries, Inc.

08

To subscribe, call 1-8004510-5771

TRAINING

"WHAT IS A SPOT?"
It your employees are ask.ng this question,
this interactive program is a must buy!
Designed for use in
ill asp, ts tit.advertising,

"What is a Spot?" includes:
lurrnIel,,low,

A

(harts

hronologv , ut uPlied,.

Call ( 312) 944-9194
for details!

RADIO IN< — MARCH 30

1998

INTERNET

MARKETING

PROGRAMMING

Thornton Media
Free web page design! Will show you

FREE RADIO

hat's Lill The <<_.
Commotion?

U

how your Website can make money.
p 573-785-6733 f573-686-2139
www.radiowaves.net

It's YOUR STATION
promotion!

Webpage designed to grow the bc ttom tine

BUYSELLRADIO ONLINE

Sell many NEW advertisers +

www.buysellradio.con

Spike ratings
with
Scratch and Win
Campaigns from

FIND BUYERS!
FIND SELLERS!
FIND INVESTORS!
http://www.buysellradic.com
or E-mail: deb@buysellrado.com
CALL

319-243-8679!
IDS, SWEEPERS, LINERS

I

For over 125 years, we've been lending
helping hands to ahurting world, offering
food, shelter, comfort— and hope.
One way we provide hope is with radio:

Wonderful Words of Life
15 min. weekly, inspirational music and talk
(English & Spanish)

Heartbeat

MARTIN MARKETING

aNEW :60 spot about life issues
(English only)

for more info see our website or phone usi
www webcreations.com/martin

Call for afree audition kit.
phone (404) 728-6727
voice mail ( 800) 229-9965

(210) 494-6170 / Fax ( 210) 494-7180

EQUIPMENT
TECHNOLOGY

Lightning
Got You DOWN???

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Get a Budget Conscious

Ei-Ii 8 Channel
ElYNAMAX On Air Console

800- 459- DEMO

Next Day Delivery

215 464-2000

LINERS • IDS • PROMOS • ALL FORMATS

Satellite Equipment for Radio
FINANCIAL BROKERS
Media Services Group, Inc. ..........904-285-3239
Brokerage, Valuations, Financial Services, Asset
Management and Due Diligence. George R. Reed.

HIT MUSIC
LIBRARIES

1229 hits from 54 69 - $ 499
545 hits from the 70s - $ 499
1012 hits from 1980-1995 - $ 499
819 Kickin' Countr- Hits - $ 499
For free track listings, 30 to Web site:
httpitradio-mall.:om or call
GHOSTWRITERS AT ( 612) 559-6524

CONSULTANTS
gm-886-2408

MAJOR MARKET SOUND W:THOUT THE COST
All Formats: Programming ... Studio Layout ...
Promotions
NO JOB TOO SMALL!!!

RADIO INK — MARCH 30,
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Rely on us!
•Satellite Systems is respected industry-wide for
prompt, accurate service to radio stations and
networks.

MUSIC LIBRARIES

MUSEC HELPERS Consultants

Off the air?
Looking for reliable
repair service?

•Whether you have aDart 384 or Scientific Atlanta
7300/7325 we can repair your equipment.
•Pre- and post-service technical support, along
with a6- month warranty.
•Ask us about the CB500 25/35 Hz Tone Decoder.
Celebrating 7years of providing
reliable repair service

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

C

omrex manufactures ai.omplete line of digital
audio codecs for ISDN and standard telephone lines. Call us
to find out how you can cut remote broadcast costs and still
have great-sounding, profitable remotes.
Toll free: 8o0-2374776

e-mail: Infoecomrex.com

URL: www.COMM/LCOm Tel: 928-263-4800 Pax: 978-635 -oet
Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720

[UFTEDMIRFe
Audio Consoles

www.autogramcorp.com
email: info@autogramcorp.com
(800)327-6901

fax ( 972)423-6334

615 East Brookside Street. Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151
E- Mail: SatSyst.com

COPY PRODUCTION

Call Shane Tanner
at 561-655-8778
to place your ad or for
Box Ad Rates.

COOK CREATIVE COPYWRITING

Tc> , ubsc,,tpe

czil I800010 .5771

not writing
clients with quality,
creative, customized copy.
•Over 35 years' experience &
55 major copywriting awards.

•Keep salespeople selling,
•Impress your

Call 715-832-7752

24- HOUR TURNAROUND

BLAST FROM THE PAST

Some stations use walk- athons for
charity, others use wake- athons
and sleep- athons. WGAR unsuccessfully tried improving on this
with their patented Bath-aThon.
This never caught on after word got
out that the first Bath-aThon failed
when this Di proved once again the
age-old theory that water and electricity don't mix.

Proud Member of

REMOTE
CONTROL

MI6

BROADCASTERS

Nothing works better to promote your
presence than a 25' Landmark Creations
Inflatable.

ON SITE set-up takes only

minutes and can be viewed from up to
1/2 mile away! Your sales staff will be
able to sell remotes like never before.
Combined with the advantage of message
areas, your sponsors will jump at the
chance to participate.
Let us make you a Landmark overnight!
—11111111111/U 0

Uefle";-; -T
STATION
IL.0130

OR

AND
A

WE'LL

FREE

SEND

YOU

T-SHIRTI

Offer G

Tel:

800.553.3593

ww

Tel:

612.895.0947

Fax: 612.895.0946

,
ve.landinarkereations.com

lo subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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SOLUTI
sin
AC AIMING
BSI sum.

Rack R

Voice Tracking /eel
Cash Flow

Flexibility

Clustering
Networking

Path Analysis

Codecs
Consulting
Satellite

Voice Tracking
Exciters

01 crating

Music Formats

ku(Itiliditiacy

Lightning

'osts

Need Solutions?
wignebdcastconi
or (2111 224-9600
he BI embel i reolstered trademark ol Broaden! IleetroJles Inc

Booth # RL1610

Solutions fur
Tomorrow's Radio

Three
Things To Consider
When Purchasing A Console

QUALITY QUALITY
QUALITY
.
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NUSTAR DIGITAL
411-ten

xtelintre Alattrre

MUDITRONICS

•••

3750 Old Getwell Road • Memphis, TN 38118 • USA
(901) 362-1350 Fax (901) 365-8629
E-mail: sales@auditronics.com

